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11S STOP THE VIOLENCE RICHMOND

In their young lives, some of these kids know 

violence, many of us have never seen. 

Holding a sign for Amiya Moses, a 12-year-

old killed before Christmas, Nicole tells us 

her own story. Her aunt was killed by 

gunfire. It was a boyfriend who pulled the 

tri... 0:01:48

11S RVA FATAL FIRE

Johnnie Payne/victim's uncle: 1124 I named 

him when he was a baby While Police are 

still working to identify the victim of 

Saturday morning's fatal fire at the St. Johns 

Wood Apartments. Johnnie Payne says it 

was his nephew...a 26-year-old father of 

two..who was killed ... 0:01:22

6AY FATAL FIRE

Johnnie Payne/victim's uncle: 1124 I named 

him when he was a baby While Police are 

still working to identify the victim of 

Saturday morning's fatal fire at the St. Johns 

Wood Apartments. Johnnie Payne says it 

was his nephew...a 26-year-old father of 

two..who was killed ... 0:01:19

11S VIRGINIA ROSE FUNERAL

Today, family, friends, and even strangers 

remembered and honored the life of little 

Virginia Rose Vandermark She's the 4-year-

old Midlothian girl who touched so many of 

us with her courageous fight against cancer. 

Virginia Rose passed away Tuesday morning. 

... 0:00:25

11S PORTSMOUTH CAR INTO STORE

Check out these pictures out of 

POrtsmouth....where a car careens into a 

dollar store!! Police say the driver was 

pulling into the parking lot and hit the gas, 

thinking she was hitting the break. The car 

crashed into front of the store. Luckily no 

one inside was hit by t... 0:00:31



11S SAN BERNARDINO SHOOTING CENTER

We're learning tHE SITE OF THE SAN 

BERNARDINO SHOOTING RAMPAGE THAT 

LEFT 14 PEOPLE DEAD AND 21 INJURED, IS 

SET TO REOPEN MONDAY. THERE WILL BE 

TIGHTER SECURITY AS THE 6-HUNDRED 

EMPLOYEES RETURN TO WORK. THE CENTER 

HAS BEEN CLOSED SINCE DECEMBER 2ND, 

WHEN KILLERS "SY... 0:00:28

11S HOUSE FIRE

Just in to the newsroom -- Crews in Henrico 

are battling a house fire on the 98-hundred 

block of Durango Road, that's off of 

woodman road.. arriving crews are reporting 

heavy fire coming out of the house. and 

forunately, no one is injured... we'll keep ... 0:00:01

11Y CHRIS BROWN INVESTIGATION

Tonight -- Las Vegas police are investigating 

an allegation of battery against Tappahanock 

native Chris Brown. Police say a call came in 

around 10-30 this morning about a battery 

report at the Palms Casino Resort -- police 

are not giving many more details, s... 0:00:28

6AY HOUSE FIRE

In Henrico right now, crews are investigating 

this late night house fire. This all happening 

in the 98-hundred block of Durango Road. 

That's off of woodman road. Arriving crews 

reported heavy fire coming out of the house, 

but forunately, no one is hurt. we'll keep you 

u... 0:00:16

6AY STOP THE VIOLENCE RICHMOND

In their young lives, some of these kids know 

violence, many of us have never seen. 

Holding a sign for Amiya Moses, a 12-year-

old killed before Christmas, Nicole tells us 

her own story. Her aunt was killed by 

gunfire. It was a boyfriend who pulled the 

tri... 0:01:36



6AY VIRGINIA ROSE FUNERAL

Family, friends, and even strangers 

remembered and honored the life of little 

Virginia Rose Vandermark, yesterday. She's 

the 4-year-old Midlothian girl who touched 

so many of us with her courageous fight 

against cancer. Virginia Rose passed away 

Tuesda... 0:00:20

6AY PORTSMOUTH CAR INTO STORE

We're following the latest on these 

unbelievable pictures taken in 

Portsmouth...where a car careens into a 

dollar store! Just take a look at your screen! 

Police say the driver was pulling into the 

parking lot and hit the gas, thinking she was 

hitting the break. The... 0:00:35

63AY SAN BERNARDINO SHOOTING CENTER

THIS MORNING... WE KNOW THE SITE OF 

THE SAN BERNARDINO SHOOTING... IS SET 

TO REOPEN TOMORROW. THERE WILL BE 

TIGHTER SECURITY AS THE 6-HUNDRED 

EMPLOYEES RETURN TO WORK. THE CENTER 

HAS BEEN CLOSED SINCE DECEMBER 2-

ND..."SYED RIZWAN" AND HIS WIFE 

"TASHFEEN MALIK... 0:00:27

6AY CHRIS BROWN INVESTIGATION

Right now... Las Vegas police are 

investigating an allegation of battery against 

Tappahanock native Chris Brown. Police say 

a call came Saturday morning, about a 

battery report at the Palms Casino Resort. 

Police are not giving many more details... 

saying that the investi... 0:00:26

6AY GENITO CRASH

In Chesterfield this morning, Police say 

charges are pending in this crash behind me, 

that knocked out power for hours. Just 

before 9-30 saturday morning... a car rear-

ended a van on Genito, not far from Hull 

Street Road. C-P-D says the van hit a median 

and the car e... 0:00:41



6AY HANOVER CRASH

And in Hanover... a chain reaction crash 

closes all lanes near the Sliding Hill Road Exit 

for hours, saturday. State Police say the first 

vehicle slowed down because of back ups 

and that's when it was rear ended. When all 

was said and done *FIVE* CARS CRASHED IN 

TH... 0:00:08

11Y LANCASTER CO FATAL

Tonight state police are investigating a 

deadly crash on Nuttsville Road and River 

Road in Lancaster County. Police say the car 

ran off the road, hit a tree and caught fire. 

Police say the driver was not wearing a 

seatbelt and died at the scene. The medical 

e... 0:00:16

6AY LANCASTER CO FATAL

This morning... state police are investigating 

a deadly crash in Lancaster County. Officers 

tell us this happened on on Nuttsville and 

River Roads. Police say the car ran off the 

road, hit a tree and caught fire. Police say 

the driver was not wearing a s... 0:00:20

11Y OYSA TEEN INTERNET STUDY

(standup at bam...in media encoder) (Eric 

Philips/Reporting) The study was done by 

Ofcom, the U.K.'s communication 

regulations commission. And the results of 

should be eye opening for parents. (vo) It 

found roughly one in five children between 

the ages of 12 and 15 b... 0:01:21

6Y MIDLOTHIAN FATAL SHOOTING

We're just learning the shooting on 

MIdlothian turnpike is believed to be drug 

related. RPD tells us they found a gunshot 

victim behind a house just after 2 this 

morning. Medics rushed him to the hospital 

where he later died. If you know anything... 0:00:18



6Y MCAULIFFE CUBA AND IOWA

Governor Terry McAuliffe is beginning his 

trip to Cuba today, and when he gets back, 

he'll hit the campaign trial for Hillary Clinton 

in Iowa. The governor will be in Cuba 

through Wednesday, all to drum up trade. 

The McAuliffe Administration says it has 

meeti... 0:00:21

6Y HENRICO HOUSE FIRE DOG DIES

Tonight, we have new information on a 

Henrico house fire we first told you about 

last night at 11. We're learning that the 

family got out of the burning home safely, 

but they're now mourning the loss of their 

dog. It all happened around 10-15 Saturday 

night on the 98-hundr... 0:00:27

6Y POCAHONTAS PKW TOLL

You'll have to start paying more to ride on 

Pocahontas Parkway. Here's what you need 

to know -- Starting tomorrow, tolls are rising 

to 4 dollars at the main plaza and 2-25 at the 

Laburnum-New Market and Airport Drive 

ramp toll points. The toll increase was 

approved... 0:00:30

6Y CFIELD OFFICER SHOOTS BURGLARY 

SUSPECT

Now to chesterfield -- where police are 

investigating an officer-involved shooting 

that started as a home burglary. Police 

showed up to the 300 block of Rycliff 

Avenue around 7-30 this morning. That's 

when an officer saw a man holding a knife 

and breaking into... 0:00:25

6Y DAVE BRAT STATE OF THE UNION

In Decision 2016 -- Congressman Dave Brat - 

an outsider in his own right - praised Donald 

Trump on CNN this morning. Brat hasn't 

endorsed any candidate yet, but he's 

gravitating towards the candidates who, like 

him, are on a mission to upend DC. ... 0:00:42



10Y MIDLOTHIAN FATAL SHOOTING

We're just learning the shooting on 

MIdlothian turnpike is believed to be drug 

related. RPD tells us they found a gunshot 

victim behind a house just after 2 this 

morning. Medics rushed him to the hospital 

where he later died. If you know anything... 0:00:16

6Y VIOLENT RVA WEEKEND

Richmond police are investigating multiple 

shootings on the city's south side 

sunday....two of the murders happening 

within eight hours of each other. The most 

recent case, at the Timbercreek apartments, 

residents are on edge. REGINALD 

MCDUFFIE/TIMBERCREEK RESIDENT 4017 "... 0:01:21

10Y VIOLENT RVA WEEKEND

Richmond police are investigating multiple 

shootings on the city's south side 

sunday....two of the murders happening 

within eight hours of each other. The most 

recent case, at the Timbercreek apartments, 

residents are on edge. REGINALD 

MCDUFFIE/TIMBERCREEK RESIDENT 4017 "... 0:01:20

10Y CFIELD OFFICER SHOOTS BURGLARY 

SUSPECT

Now to chesterfield -- where police are 

investigating an officer-involved shooting 

that started as a home burglary. Police 

showed up to the 300 block of Rycliff 

Avenue around 7-30 this morning. That's 

when an officer saw a man holding a knife 

and breaking into... 0:00:26

10Y HENRICO HOUSE FIRE DOG DIES

Tonight, we have new information on a 

Henrico house fire we first told you about 

last night at 11. We're learning that the 

family got out of the burning home safely, 

but they're now mourning the loss of their 

dog. It all happened around 10-15 Saturday 

night on the 98... 0:00:30



10Y MCAULIFFE CUBA AND IOWA

Governor Terry McAuliffe is beginning his 

trip to Cuba today, and when he gets back, 

he'll hit the campaign trial for Hillary Clinton 

in Iowa. The governor will be in Cuba 

through Wednesday, all to drum up trade. 

The McAuliffe Administration says it has 

meeti... 0:00:22

10Y POCAHONTAS PKW TOLL

You'll have to start paying more to ride on 

Pocahontas Parkway. Here's what you need 

to know -- Starting tomorrow, tolls are rising 

to 4 dollars at the main plaza and 2-25 at the 

Laburnum-New Market and Airport Drive 

ramp toll points. The toll increase was 

approved... 0:00:22

10Y SAN BERNARDINO SHOOTING CENTER

WE KNOW THE SITE OF THE SAN 

BERNARDINO SHOOTING... IS SET TO 

REOPEN TOMORROW. THERE WILL BE 

TIGHTER SECURITY AS THE 6-HUNDRED 

EMPLOYEES RETURN TO WORK. THE CENTER 

HAS BEEN CLOSED SINCE DECEMBER 2-

ND..."SYED RIZWAN" AND HIS WIFE 

"TASHFEEN MALIK" STARTED THEIR... 0:00:28

11Y RVA VIOLENT START TO 2016

Richmond police are investigating multiple 

shootings on the city's south side 

sunday....two of the murders happening 

within eight hours of each other. The most 

recent case, at the Timbercreek apartments, 

residents are on edge. REGINALD 

MCDUFFIE/TIMBERCREEK RESIDENT 4017 "... 0:01:25

11Y POCAHONTAS TOLL INCREASE

"Its not just a quarter more, or even two, but 

seventy five cents more to take the 

Pocahontas parkway â€“ which is driving up 

the price to four dollars at the main plaza." "I 

remember when you could roller skate on 

route five." Changes along route five have 

paved the wa... 0:01:59



11Y CHARLOTTESVILLE STANDOFF

New tonight: He gained brief celebrity status 

on Comedy Central and BuzzFeed... but now, 

this Charlottesville man is arrested after a 

police standoff. This is the suspect right 

here, 25-year-old Bryan Silva... Police say his 

17-year-old girlfriend escaped his... 0:00:36

11Y CHARLOTTESVILLE STANDOFF

In 2014, BuzzFeed posted an article about 

the suspect, after he gained 400 thousand 

followers on Vine for making weird gun 

noises. He went on Comedy Central's Tosh.0 

to talk about his Vine video. Silva has a bond 

hearing set for tomorrow... he's already 

scheduled to go ... 0:00:33

43AM VIOLENT START TO 2016

Richmond police are investigating multiple 

shootings on the city's south side 

sunday....two of the murders happening 

within eight hours of each other. The most 

recent case, at the Timbercreek apartments, 

residents are on edge. REGINALD 

MCDUFFIE/TIMBERCREEK RESIDENT 4017 "... 0:01:30

43AM POCAHONTAS TOLL INCREASE

"Its not just a quarter more, or even two, but 

seventy five cents more to take the 

Pocahontas parkway â€“ which is driving up 

the price to four dollars at the main plaza." "I 

remember when you could roller skate on 

route five." Changes along route five have 

paved the wa... 0:02:20

43AM OYSA TEEN INTERNET STUDY

(vo) It found roughly one in five children 

between the ages of 12 and 15 believe 

information found in search engines like 

Yahoo! Google or Bing MUST be true. And 

many of the kids in the study said they also 

turn to YouTube for truthful information. 

(Theresa Payton |... 0:01:03



43AM CVILLE STANDOFF

He gained brief celebrity status on Comedy 

Central and BuzzFeed... but now, this 

Charlottesville man is arrested after a police 

standoff. 25-year-old Bryan Silva... says his 

17-year-old girlfriend escaped his house 

before dawn, claiming she had been held 

against her will an... 0:00:20

43AM CVILLE STANDOFF

In 2014, BuzzFeed posted an article about 

the suspect, after he gained 400 thousand 

followers on Vine for making weird gun 

noises. He went on Comedy Central's Tosh-

POINT-0, to talk about his Vine video. Silva 

has a bond hearing set for today... he's 

already scheduled ... 0:00:34

5AM CHARLOTTESVILLE STANDOFF

: He gained brief celebrity status on Comedy 

Central and BuzzFeed... but now, this 

Charlottesville man is arrested after a police 

standoff. This is the suspect right here, 25-

year-old Bryan Silva... Police say his 17-year-

old girlfriend escaped his house befo... 0:00:36

5AM CHARLOTTESVILLE STANDOFF

In 2014, BuzzFeed posted an article about 

the suspect, after he gained 400 thousand 

followers on Vine for making weird gun 

noises. He went on Comedy Central's Tosh.0 

to talk about his Vine video. Silva has a bond 

hearing--later today. he's already scheduled 

to go on tri... 0:00:33

6AM CHARLOTTESVILLE STANDOFF

: He gained brief celebrity status on Comedy 

Central and BuzzFeed... but now, this 

Charlottesville man is arrested after a police 

standoff. This is the suspect right here, 25-

year-old Bryan Silva... Police say his 17-year-

old girlfriend escaped his house befo... 0:01:08



6AM CHARLOTTESVILLE STANDOFF

In 2014, BuzzFeed posted an article about 

the suspect, after he gained 400 thousand 

followers on Vine for making weird gun 

noises. He went on Comedy Central's Tosh.0 

to talk about his Vine video. Silva has a bond 

hearing--later today. he's already scheduled 

to go on tri... 0:00:00

53PM TEMPLE AVENUE ROUNDABOUT

(brent solomon - colonial heights) IN 0054 

IN: "Were still months away before ground 

will break here but local and even state 

leaders are saying get ready because during 

the year-long construction there will be 

significant traffic impacts.â€• (cover bite with 

video) (lin... 0:02:00

10M TEACHER PLAN

Some Richmond public school teachers may 

be getting a pay bump. The school system 

says they aren't being paid what they should 

be after years of service. But boosting 

salaries is not cheap-- we're talking about 

more than 8-million dollars here. Colleen 

Quigley has ou... 0:00:17

10M TEMPLE AVENUE ROUNDABOUT

A new roundabout is coming to temple 

avenue in colonial heights.. and once 

construction starts, it could take up to a 

year! Brent Solomon has what you need to 

know. 0:00:01

10M WINTER WEATHER PREPS

as Jim has been telling us, it's going to be 

getting very cold over the next couple of 

nights. is your home ready? how about your 

car? Ashley Monfort has more on what you 

need to know.

11PM FLYING SQUIRREL DEATH

"A breeder in Texas put the pet on an 

American airlines flight â€“ heading here to 

Richmondâ€¦.but the small animal never 

landed hereâ€¦and now an investigation is 

underway into the pet's death." : "I was 

expecting to pick him up at five o'clock at 

the airport, but he wasn'... 0:01:59



10M CH SCHOOLS REQUEST

Colonial Heights Schools are also looking for 

money tonight. The Progress-Index reports 

the school board wants to give all of its 

schools a facelift. And it plans to seek 15 

million dollars from the city to make it 

happen. Topping the wish list for 

improvements-- renov... 0:00:27

11M FLUVANNA CO WATER PROJECTS

NEw at 11, Officials in Fluvanna and Louisa 

counties are in a dispute over a pair of water 

projects. Louisa County filed the paperwork 

last week, because Fluvanna County 

supervisors failed to approve a series of 

water pipelines. Fluvanna County says Louisa 

cou...

10M MISSING DOGS

Look at these faces â€“ these dogs were 

stolen from their Henrico County home. But, 

they're not just family pets- one is the 

service dog of a retired war veteran -- who 

served 3-tours in Iraq. The other one is her 6-

month old puppy. This vet is asking 

anyone,m who ... 0:00:36

11M MCAULIFFE IN CUBA

Now to the latest on Governor Terry 

McAuliffe's trip to cuba. Today, he was in 

Havana, where he signed a trade agreement 

between cuba and virginia. The governor will 

be in Cuba through Wednesday, then he hits 

the campign trail in iowa, to stump for 

democratic presi... 0:00:18

11M COSBY MONACAN GBB

College hoops royalty taking in Monacan and 

Cosby girls hoops... UConn head coach Geno 

Auriemma, North Carolina's Sylvia Hatcher. 

1st quarter... Jocelyn Jones takes the pass 

and knocks down a triple... Titans open up a 

five point lead. But the Chiefs answer... M... 0:00:35



11M KITTTEN IN A BOX

Luckily, this story has a happy ending. The 

cat is doing just fine, as it recovers at the 

Norfolk animal Care Center. Lisa plans to 

adopt the cat as soon as she's released. 

Meanwhile, norfolk police are looking for 

the person who did this. 0:00:26

11M OFFICER SHOOTING LATEST

"Chad Mrotek was renting a home here 

along Cogbill Road, but after many 

problems, the property owner says he was 

being evicted." AND THAT'S WHEN THE 30-

YEAR-OLD ALLEGEDLY BECAME ENRAGED... 

AND WENT AFTER VIRGINIA WALLACE. 

(Virginia Wallace, victim) "He said I'm no... 0:01:47

11M KITTTEN IN A BOX

New at 11, the search is on for the suspect 

police say, sealed a cat in a carboard tomb 

and left it to die. This is what a Norfolk 

woman found in her neighborhood. She says 

she saw the box in the street new year's day, 

and says it was moving. So she star... 0:00:26

11M FIRE VICTIM MOM SPEAKS

Fire crews worked late into the 

night...battling a fire that claimed the life of 

27-year-old Derek Henderson. "And those 

men, hugged me, held me and cried with 

me, and said I'm sorry I couldn't save your 

son. I said it's okay." Henderson's mom, 

Alice, wanted to pub... 0:01:51

43AT OFFICER SHOOTING LATEST

"Chad Mrotek was renting a home here 

along Cogbill Road, but after many 

problems, the property owner says he was 

being evicted." AND THAT'S WHEN THE 30-

YEAR-OLD ALLEGEDLY BECAME ENRAGED... 

AND WENT AFTER VIRGINIA WALLACE. 

(Virginia Wallace, victim) "He said I'm no... 0:01:55



43AT FIRE VICTIM MOM SPEAKS

Fire crews worked late into the 

night...battling a fire that claimed the life of 

27-year-old Derek Henderson. "And those 

men, hugged me, held me and cried with 

me, and said I'm sorry I couldn't save your 

son. I said it's okay." Henderson's mom, 

Alice, wanted to pub... 0:01:51

43AT FLYING SQUIRREL DEATH

"A breeder in Texas put the pet on an 

American airlines flight â€“ heading here to 

Richmondâ€¦.but the small animal never 

landed hereâ€¦and now an investigation is 

underway into the pet's death." : "I was 

expecting to pick him up at five o'clock at 

the airport, but he wasn'... 0:03:26

43AT KITTTEN IN A BOX

Right now... the search is on for the suspect 

police say, sealed a cat in a cardboard 

tomb... and left it to die. This is what a 

Norfolk woman found in her neighborhood. 

She says she saw the box in the street new 

year's day, and says it was moving. So sh... 0:00:00

43AT KITTTEN IN A BOX

Luckily, this story has a happy ending. The 

cat is doing just fine, as it recovers at the 

Norfolk animal Care Center. Lisa plans to 

adopt the cat as soon as she's released. 

Meanwhile, norfolk police are looking for 

the person who did this. 0:00:00

43AT MCAULIFFE IN CUBA

Now to an update on Governor Terry 

McAuliffe's trip to cuba. He was in Havana 

yesterday, where he signed a trade 

agreement between cuba and virginia. The 

governor will be in Cuba through 

Wednesday, then he hits the campign trail in 

iowa, to stump for democratic pre... 0:00:00



53AT MCAULIFFE IN CUBA

Now to the latest on Governor Terry 

McAuliffe's trip to cuba. Monday, he was in 

Havana, where he signed a trade agreement 

between cuba and virginia. The governor will 

be in Cuba through Wednesday, then he hits 

the campign trail in iowa, to stump for 

democratic pres... 0:00:00

53AT KITTTEN IN A BOX

the search is on for the suspect police say 

sealed a cat in a carboard tomb and left it to 

die. This is what a Norfolk woman found in 

her neighborhood. She says she saw the box 

in the street new year's day, and says it was 

moving. So she started re... 0:00:25

53AT KITTTEN IN A BOX

Luckily, this story has a happy ending. The 

cat is doing just fine...it's recovering at the 

Norfolk animal Care Center. Lisa plans to 

adopt the cat as soon as she's released. 

Meanwhile, norfolk police are looking for 

the person who did this. 0:00:27

63AT MCAULIFFE IN CUBA

Now to the latest on Governor Terry 

McAuliffe's trip to cuba. Monday, he was in 

Havana, where he signed a trade agreement 

between cuba and virginia. The governor will 

be in Cuba through Wednesday, then he hits 

the campign trail in iowa, to stump for 

democratic pres... 0:00:43

5AT FLUVANNA CO WATER PROJECTS

NEW THIS MORNING, Officials in Fluvanna 

and Louisa counties are in a dispute over a 

pair of water projects. Louisa County filed 

the paperwork last week, because Fluvanna 

County supervisors failed to approve a series 

of water pipelines. Fluvanna County says 

Lou... 0:00:31

12T KITTTEN IN A BOX

Happening now...the search is on for the 

suspect police say, sealed a cat in a 

cardboard tomb... and left it to die. But don't 

worry -- this story has a happy ending. Lex 

Gray has more from Norfolk. 0:00:00



4PT FLYING SQUIRREL DEATH

"A breeder in Texas put the pet on an 

American airlines flight â€“ heading here to 

Richmondâ€¦.but the small animal never 

landed hereâ€¦and now an investigation is 

underway into the pet's death." : "I was 

expecting to pick him up at five o'clock at 

the airport, but he wasn'... 0:01:50

4PT CMV WARNING

(NATS: kids playing) 2 AND A HALF YEAR OLD 

TWINS, SOPHIE AND LINCOLN CATTS ARE 

ACTIVE, INQUISITIVE AND VERY HAPPY. BUT 

THERE'S A DISTINCT DIFFERENCE WHEN IT 

COMES TO HOW THEY COMMUNICATE. 

LINCOLN SPEAKS - SOPHIE SIGNS. (NATS: 

mom with kid) EARLY IN MICHELLE'S 

PREGN... 0:01:46

4PT PARIS ATTACKS ANNIVERSARY

It's been nearly one year since terrorist 

stormed the office of Satirical Magazine, 

Charlie Hebdo... to mark the anniversary, the 

magazine is publishing a special edition - the 

cover shows a blood-smeared, god-like 

figure with a gun -- and the words "one year 

o... 0:00:28

4PM STOCK MARKETS TRADING

We're tracking a developing story -- the U-S 

Stocks opened slightly higher today -- a day 

after posting big losses. The Dow Jones 

industrial average rose 40 points in the early 

minutes of trading today... as stocks in China 

stabilized. Global stocks started t... 0:00:26

4PT OR ARMED PROTESTERS

Happening now -- the occupation of a 

federal wildlife refuge in Oregon is now in its 

fourth day. The armed anti-government 

protesters -- are laying out new demands, 

even as authorities look for a peaceful end 

to the standoff. This group calls themselves 

"c... 0:00:32

4PM US SOLDIER KILLED IN AFGHANISTAN

We're learning, one U-S special operations 

soldier -- was killed and two were wounded 

fighting Taliban in Southern Afghanistan. 

Details on that fight are still unclear as the 

situation is still being reviewed. One U.S. 

official says an American helicopter w... 0:00:22



4PT GUN CONTROL OBAM A

(President Barack Obama) We're here today, 

not to debate the last mass shooting but to 

do something to try to prevent the next one. 

PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA DETAILING HIS 

MULTIPLE EXECUTIVE ACTIONS ON GUN 

CONTROL -- ENCOURAGING STATES TO 

REPORT PEOPLE WHO SHOULDN'T BE ABLE 

... 0:01:18

4PT TEASE TO 5 COVERAGE

We've got more coverage on this story 

coming up at 5 -- You'll hear reaction from 

Central Virginians on both sides of this 

debate - including the father of one of the 

Virginia Tech shooting victims. And we're live 

at an area gun shop to show you what 

owners and c... 0:00:21

4P BREAKING NEWS

Ladies, we've just learned that authorities 

are missing a crucial piece of the timeline of 

this investigation. An L-A FBI official says 

investigators are specifically seeking 

information about an 18 minute gap in the 

timeline between the deadly attack last 

month tha... 0:00:01

4PT MOM OF AFFLUENZA IN COURT

New information on the mother of the teen 

known for using "affluenza" defense in a 

deadly drunken-driving case. Today -- Tonya 

Couch appeared in court for an extradition 

hearing at Los Angeles. Couch agreed to be 

sent from California to Texas to face a 

charge. ... 0:00:29

4PM DEPRESSION WAGE GAP

Depression and anxiety, are becoming more 

common, among women who earn less than 

men. Researchers from columbia university -- 

just finished analyzing data, from past 

surveys of working adults ages 30 - 65. They 

found women who earn less than their male 

... 0:00:29



53PT WARNINGS INSTEAD OF TICKETS

(Lights) Ever seen this in your rear view 

mirror and wonder why? The Chesterfield 

Police Department is hoping to eliminate the 

questions: Starting in 2016, instead of 

officers pulling someone over for a minor 

offense and talking to them about it- drivers 

may h... 0:01:37

53PT GOVERNOR MCAULIFFE IN CUBA

The governor will be in Cuba through 

Wednesday, then he hits the campign trail in 

Iowa, to stump for democratic presidential 

hopeful Hillary Clinton. 0:00:21

53PT GOVERNOR MCAULIFFE IN CUBA

Right now -- Governor McAuliffe is in Cuba -- 

where later this week he will announce a 

new partnership between V-C-U and Cuba. 

The educational exchange program is still in 

the early stages, but we know an agreement 

was signed between V-C-U and the 

University of Hav... 0:00:21

Segment Summary Duration

10Y DIGGING OUT

"We ran into two different methods--the 

people who were digging throughout the 

storm--and the people who waited until the 

storm passed. And the time to dig is now--

before this snow turns into ice." In this 

Chesterfield neighborhood off of Robiuos 

Road-- digging throu... 0:01:39

10Y ROOF HAZARDS

Like a lot of people, Lina Lopez is working on 

getting out from under all this snow.. But, 

some things are easier to clean than others: 

So much snow, the Virginia Department of 

Emergency Management is warning people 

about it collecting on their roofs. (bren... 0:02:00

10Y RIC REOPENS BUT LIMITED

Now over to RIC where planes are taking off 

and landing once again... But the bad news 

here, cancellations topped 70 percent today. 

Looking ahead to tomorrow, we have 24 

flights that have already canceled... With 

people now looking for new ways to get ho... 0:00:26



10Y MAYOR YOUNG WAKE POSTPONED

The winter storm has impacted plans to 

honor the life of former Richmond mayor 

Leonidas Young. His family just informed us 

the scheduled wake is canceled, but his 

funeral is still set for noon on Tuesday. It will 

be held Fifth Baptist Church on West Cary 

Str... 0:00:21

10Y TRACTOR TRAILER FIRE

Right now -- all lanes are back open on i-95 

in Prince George after fire tears through this 

tractor trailer carrying bread to area-grocery 

stores. Just look at all that bread - more like 

burnt toast. Nobody hurt here. And this all 

happened near South Crater Road. ... 0:00:24

10Y WINTER STORM

nats of shoveling) (super: Yonkers, NY :00-

:05) THE SOUNDS OF RECOVERY....AS THE 

DIG-OUT FROM THE MONSTER BLIZZARD 

BEGINS. BLUE SKIES AND QUIET WINDS -- A 

WELCOME CHANGE FROM THE WHITE-OUT 

THAT PARALYZED MILLIONS. (sot Ed Walsh / 

Yonkers, NY Resident :10-:14) "It's... 0:01:22

10Y ROAD CONDITIONS

VDOT has been working for hours now on 

secondary roads. But it'll take them 

tomorrow and maybe a few more days to 

finish the clean up. Here's a look now at 

midlothian turnpike which you can see is 

really clear like most primary roads today. 

Crews continue on their ar... 0:01:20

10T WHOOPING COUGH HANOVER

(brent solomon - hanover) 1000 IN: I am 

holding in my hand the letter sent to parents 

with students here at Stonewall Jackson. It 

suggests parents monitor their children for 

symptoms and take action if matters take a 

turn for the worst." The news spread just as 

qui... 0:00:01



10T WHOOPING COUGH HANOVER

A Health Alert out of Hanover tonight.. The 

school district is prompting parents to be on 

the lookout for common cold symptoms that 

could turn out to be a much bigger problem. 

This after a confirmed case of Whooping 

Cough at a middle school. B... 0:00:08

103W HOLE IN CEILING

A Richmond woman battling stage 4 Cancer 

calls us after uncovering major issues at her 

rental home that never surfaced until weeks 

after she moved in. She's been dealing with 

everything from poor maintenance, to faulty 

doors... even a leaky ceiling! Even the c... 0:00:00

103W PREZ RACE

HE LEADS THE REPUBLICAN FIELD BY MORE 

THAN TWO-TO-ONE NATIONALLY ... BUT, 

DONALD TRUMP, WHO JUST RECEIVED A 

MAJOR ENDORSEMENT, CONTINUES TO 

TANGO WITH TED CRUZ FOR THE TOP SPOT 

IN IOWA. JOEL WALDMAN, HAS THE LATEST 

ON THE TWENTY-SIXTEEN PRESIDENTIAL 

RACE FROM WASHING... 0:00:13

103T WALKWAY CONDITIONS

V-DOT and local governments are doing 

what they can to clear the roads... but 

sometimes, when they do their job, it makes 

other people's jobs harder. When the plows 

come, they leave snow piled up around 

mailboxes-- which makes it hard for carriers 

to bring your mail!... 0:00:01

10M BLUE BELL RETURNS

You will soon be able to take home your 

favorite Blue Bell ice cream flavors... the 

brand is finally heading back to stores in the 

southeast. Blue Bell ice cream products were 

pulled from stores last year following a 

listeria outbreak. Starting today -- the 

compa... 0:00:21



10M STONE BREWING JOB FAIR

Looking for a new job? We have the details 

on a job fair happening tomorrow for a new 

craft brewery. Stone Brewing is opening its 

Richmond location later this year and is 

looking to hire brewers at all levels. You 

must be able to work any shift in a 24 hour 

... 0:00:27

10M APPLE CHARGING FOR IRADIO

APPLE'S ITUNES RADIO SERVICE WILL NO 

LONGER BE FREE AS OF JANUARY 28-TH. THE 

COMPANY BROKE THE NEWS TO 

CUSTOMERS IN AN E-MAIL LATE LAST WEEK. 

"BEATS 1" WILL BE THE ONLY FREE RADIO 

SERVICE PROVIDED BY APPLE. ALL OTHER 

STATIONS, BASED ON ARTISTS OR GENR... 0:00:29

10M LEONIDAS YOUNG OBIT

Funeral arrangements are pending after the 

sudden death of one of Richmond's most 

controversial leaders. Former Mayor 

Leonidas Young died Saturday at the age of 

62. In 1999-- he was convicted of peddling 

influence while mayor, plus mail fraud, and 

obstruction of j... 0:00:36

10M ILLUSIONS SHOOTING

A violent night at a South Richmond 

Nightclub...one person is dead and two 

others hurt -- after a shooting inside the 

club! Chris Thomas has more tonight, from 

"Illusions" , where this happened early this 

morning; 0:00:01

10M COMMUNITY REAX

Ever since they heard about this tragic story, 

people in the community have been doing 

what they can to help... The family needs 

money for funeral expenses... and already 

there's a "go fund me" page that has raised 

several thousand dollars. Winfree Baptist 

Church i...



10M TRADER JOES RECALL

a big recall to tell you about. trader joe's is 

recalling its store-brand raw cashew pieces 

over possible salmonella contamination. the 

product was sent to stores in more than two 

dozen states including virginia. they have a 

best buy date of "july 17th, 20-16.... 0:00:23

10M DEATH INVESTIGATION

Neighbors on Chamberlayne Avenue say 

they are shocked and disturbed after a 

child's body was discovered in an apartment 

on Saturday. Police are still waiting to 

identify the child. But some neighbors 

believe it could be related to a woman and 

young girl reported miss...

10M AMIYA FUNDRAISER

Tonight... dozens of people came out for a 

basketball game at huguenot high school... 

but it wasn't just for fun.. they were hoping 

to take the tragic death -- of amiya moses, 

and turn it into something positive. 12 year 

old amiya -- was killed in a shooting on ol... 0:00:02

10T TAX SEASON

Tax season just kicked off today. But Virginia 

tax officials caution it may take you a little 

longer to get your tax refunds this year. 

That's because the state is going to take a 

closer look at all tax returns to guard against 

fraud. The deadline to file your Virginia... 0:00:22

10T UTAH OFFICER KILLED

A Veteran Utah Police officer was working to 

pay off medical bills when he was shot to 

death. Officer Douglas Barney, a survivor of 

bladder cancer, was working overtime when 

gunman Corey Henderson fired at him. 

Barney and another officer were responding 

to... 0:00:30



10T TERROR SUSPECTS IN COURT

The man arrested Friday at Richmond 

international airport for attempting to join 

ISIS appeared in Federal court today, as did 

the man accused of helping him. Tonight the 

attorney for one of the terror suspects is 

speaking out... saying the charges are 

cooked up by th... 0:01:54

10T DEADLY FIRE DAY 3

We're learning more tonight -- about the 

final arrangements, for a chesterfield family 

killed in a weekend fire. A funeral will be 

held Thursday -- for Richard and Margaret 

Hudson, their daughter Margie Hunt and 

their great-grandchildren Maddie and 

Colton. While... 0:00:01

10W IRS SCAM PHONE CALLS

With tax season now underway-- just know 

that scammers are creating new ways to try 

to get your money. Eric Philips has what you 

need to know in this scam alert: 0:00:07

10W MISSING WOMAN

Right now -- family and friends are searching 

for Holly Cox...she's missing and could be in 

danger. Cox is believed to be with Eric Auen. 

The Danville woman has not been seen or 

heard from since Saturday. We're told she 

could be in a white ford focus. ... 0:00:01

10W DRIVING IN THIS CRAP

When winter weather hits, the best advice is 

always to stay off the roads.. But sometime, 

you don't have a choice. DRIVING ON ICY 

ROADS CAN BE DISASTROUS IF YOU DON'T 

KNOW HOW TO HANDLE THE SLICK 

CONDITIONS. one thing you need to 

remember... if your car start...

10W LUNENBERG CLOSED

The real snow hasn't even started yet... but 

some areas got a dusting today, and they're 

worried that dusting may freeze! keep an 

eye on the bottom of your screen, several 

school systems are on a two-hour delay for 

tomorrow. All Lunenburg County Schoo...



10R MEDICAL NEEDS IN SNOW

As the list of school closings continues to 

climb in advance of tomorrow's expected 

snow storm, there are some places that 

won't have that option. Right now - many 

nurses and doctors are on notice to make 

sure those in need of medical care get the 

services they need. ... 0:00:15

10R POWER OUTAGES

Winter storms usually mean power outages. 

Dominion Virginia Power says its ready to 

respond if your lights go out. Ashley Monfort 

is in Richmond with what they're doing-- and 

what you should be doing as well. 0:00:12

10R GRTC

g-r-t-c wants you to know... tomorrow's 

storm could impact routes and schedules. 

while they will begin friday -- with regular 

routes, customers need to be prepared for 

delays and detours as conditions get worse. 

G-R-T-C is already preparing it's snow plows 

and tow... 0:00:02

10R WX ROADS

The biggest thing emergency crews want 

people to do tomorrow is stay off the road. 

V-DOT says, it's doing all it can, to keep the 

roads clear. But it can't promise the roads 

will be safe. Susan Bahorich has more on 

what it's doing right now--and what you can 

do to st... 0:00:11

10R CLOSINGS

We're just about 12 hours away from our 

first significant snow of the season... and 

what looks to be a major winter storm! The 

school systems aren't wasting any time... all 

of the major ones have closed--including 

Richmond, Chesterfield, Henrico, Hanover, 

Petersbu... 0:00:00



10M RICHMOND HENRICO ROADS

And one look at the neighborhoods around 

town will show you why all of those schools 

are closed! WHILE MAIN ROADS MAY BE 

OKAY... YOU GET A TOTALLY DIFFERENT 

PICTURE WHEN YOU TURN INTO THE 

NEIGHBORHOODS! SUSAN BAHORICH HAS A 

CLOSER LOOK, FROM SOUTH RICHMOND: 0:00:08

10M VDOT ROADS

Most of the county roads in the area fall 

under V-DOT's responsibility... and it still has 

its hands full tonight. However... there is 

definite progress. Britni McDonald shows us -

- what it's like in Chesterfield: 0:00:01

10M AMTRAK SERVICE

AMTRAK SERVICE IN WASHINGTON, D.C. IS 

UP AND RUNNING AGAIN AFTER 24 INCHES 

OF SNOW -- HIT THE AREA THIS WEEKEND. 

it's a limited schedule... amtrak is offering 

service from d-c to boston, and limited 

service to virginia. if you're scheduled to ride 

amtrak anytime soo... 0:00:01

10M AMELIA ABDUCTION

Tonight, an Amelia woman -- may be 

celebrating her 68th birthday in danger. 

Olene Brooks has been missing from her 

home since Thursday. That's when 

investigators found her husband's body -- 

bound inside of their home! Deputies 

believe they know, who ... 0:05:59

10M MAJOR SCHOOL CLOSINGS

ONCE AGAIN, MOST EVERYONE IS STAYING 

HOME FROM SCHOOL... ALL MAJOR SCHOOL 

SYSTEMS ARE CLOSED... RICHMOND... 

CHESTERFIELD... HENRICO... PETERSBURG... 

HANOVER.. COLONIAL HEIGHTS...ARE ALL 

CLOSED. IF YOU GO TO V-C-U... YOU *DO* 

HAVE TO GO TO SCHOOL TOMORROW... 0:00:00



10M TRASH

One thing a lot of people want to know... 

with residential roads still very dangerous, 

when will your trash be picked up? 

Richmond and Henrico are both pushing 

back your normal pick-up by one day. So if 

your trash day is tomorrow, it will now be 

picked up on Wedne... 0:00:00

10T SCHOOLS

Not only are unplowed roads a big factor in 

closing schools-- many school properties are 

also still buried in snow. ... That has people 

asking -- how long will schools remain 

closed.. and will kids have to make up any of 

these days? Ashley Monfort has that ...

10T PARKING NIGHTMARE

With the majority of commuters heading 

back to work -- and some to school today -- 

there was a new problem for people in the 

city. A serious lack of parking 

downtown...with many cars still trapped in 

spaces by piles of snow left by plows. 

Colleen Quig...

10T SECONDARY ROADS

Most of those were in northern virgnia... 

Here in our area, the biggest concern is still 

the roads -- which have most major school 

systems closed again tomrrow. While county 

roads are getting better and better... a lot of 

people in richmond tonight, say their ro...

10W LOCAL DONATIONS TO FLINT

"Clean water like this is especially precious in 

Flint. Now, two friends are planning to load 

two uhaul trucks with bottled water, and 

deliver it right to residents who are suffering 

the effects of lead poisoned water." People 

in Flint say their water turned brown. Ther... 0:01:40



10R WEGMANS OPENING DATES

A major announcement for Wegmans fans 

today... The chain is announcing the grand 

opening dates for its two new Richmond-

area stores. Wegmans in Chesterfield is set 

to open on May 22nd... The Short Pump 

store will open its doors in early August. ... 0:00:00

10R XGR GUN LAWS

Turning now to the General Assembly-- a 

major deal on guns. Tomorrow the Governor 

and Republican lawmakers -- are expected to 

announce Virginia will continue to recognize -

- concealed handgun permits, issued in 25 

other states. But in return- the G-O-P will 

bac... 0:00:30

10R ALTRIA JOB CUTS

Altria is announcing plans to cut costs... and 

that means cutting jobs! It's eliminating 

nearly 500 positions around the country.. as 

many as half of those will be right here in 

our area. Employees who will lose their job -- 

will be notified anywhere from mid Feb... 0:00:27

10R BACK TO SCHOOL PROBLEMS

Earlier we told you about several schools -- 

that will be starting two hours late 

tomorrow. Chesterfield is one of those 

counties. They did the same thing this 

morning... but many parents don't think 

those schools should have opened at all! 

Here's one reason why..... 0:00:01

10R STATE OF THE CITY

And Mayor Dwight Jones just wrapped up his 

State of the City address... He admitted that 

public schools are not where the city needs 

them to be. He also said getting schools into 

A plus shape would take more money, and 

that could mean raising taxes. The... 0:00:00



10R SCHOOL ACCREDITATION

Troubling developments for Richmond's only 

charter school. The state board of education 

denied accreditation to the Patrick Henry 

School of Science and Arts. It wasn't the only 

one.. Martin Luther King Middle School was 

also denied accreditation. now, the Richm... 0:00:43

10F GUN DEAL REAX

When it comes to drafting this legislation, 

Governor McAuliffe said he had to balance 

interests between Gun right's advocates and 

supporters of gun control. But tonight, many 

families of gun violence victims say they 

were blind sided, and are disappointed. 

Colleen Quig... 0:00:01

10F GLEN ALLEN STUDENT DEAD

Tonight... friends and family are waiting for 

word of just how a teen from henrico died in 

South Carolina. 19 year old Rachel Bandman 

graduated from Deep Run high school, and 

was attending the University of South 

Carolina. Ashley Monfort spoke with... 0:00:02

10F AMELIA SUSPECT DIES

Tomorrow begins a massive search for Olene 

Brooks... the amelia county woman who has 

been missing, since last week. her husband 

was found dead in their home. Now, the 

man, suspected of killing *him*, and 

abducting *her*... is also dead! Police in 

Massachuset... 0:00:20

10F GOV GUN DEAL

History at the State Capitol today... as the 

Governor and lawmakers reach a major 

compromise on gun control. It means 

reversing -- the Attorney General's decision -- 

not to recognize concealed carry permits -- 

from many states across the country -- even 

if requirements... 0:00:26



10F MUSEUM DISTRICT ARSON

Richmond police -- continue to investigate 

two arsons -- in the Museum District that 

happened the same morning... Investigators 

are now warning residents to be on the 

lookout...and take precautions. Take a 

look...our cameras were rolling as two 

apartment fire... 0:00:27

10Y JACOB WALKER COMICCON

We're keeping an eye on Jacob Walker as he 

makes his debut at Comic Con... Take a look -- 

Jacob is signing prints of himself for fans as 

'Super J!' Artist Chris Burke created the 

charter for Jacob... and invited Jacob to 

appear at his "Burke's Out of the Blue" b... 0:00:24

10Y NATIONAL BLACK AIDS HIV AWARENESS 

DAY

Well these in many ways, are stories of 

survival... Our own Karla Reddite took part of 

the "3rd Annual United Voices" event. It's a 

ceremony with a critical message: The rate 

of HIV infection in the African American 

community continues to rise. But ... 0:00:27

10Y SHOTS FIRED NEAR VCU

Right now -- there are more patrols around 

VCU campus after police received reports of 

gunshots in the 16-hundred block of West 

Broad Streets -- this area is **off** campus. 

There are no reports of injures in connection 

to last night's report -- but R-P-D is 

investiga... 0:00:15

6Y POPEYES ROBBERY

A police officer in Richmond makes an 

arrest, while practically passing by a crime 

scene. It happened at the Popeye's on 

Chamberlayne Avenue... As the robbery call 

was dispatched, an officer was driving by. 

The officer was told that Donnell Hamilton ... 0:00:22



10Y HENRICO ROBBERY

right now -- Henrico pOlice are investigating 

an armed robbery in the East End. It all 

happened last night shortly after 7 when 

police say a man armed with a gun entered a 

convenience store on East Nine Mile Road -- 

and demanded money. Detectives say the 

s... 0:00:20

10Y FILTERS FOR FLINT

(nats) For members of Mountain of Blessings 

Christian Center helping others..no matter 

where they are.... is how they worship. "The 

church's job is to help the community. Not 

just this community, but any community." 

Terrell Kittrell says when members of the 

congreg... 0:01:40

10Y STAFFORD HOMICIDE INVESTIGATION

Right now -- a 20-year-old is behind bars... 

Police have charged Chancellor Tolliver in 

connection to a murder in Stafford county. 

Responding Deputies found 33-year-old 

Maurice Williams Scott shot and 

unresponsive on Garrison Woods Drive. Just 

ho... 0:00:22

10Y LOUISA MURDER SUICIDE

Happening now -- The Louisa County 

Sheriff's Office is investigating an apparent 

murder-suicide involving a husband and 

wife. Right now the bodies are in the 

medical examiners officer in Richmond. Our 

affiliate in Charlottesville reports that family 

members firs... 0:00:25

10S FLUVANNA AMBER ALERT CANCELED

Good evening, I'm Mike Valerio. We start 

with State Police canceling an amber alert 

after a finding 3-year-old. VSP first sent out 

the alert shortly before 2-45 this afternoon, 

saying Haven Moses was in extreme danger. 

Police say Haven was ab... 0:00:34



10Y LATEST ON POLITICS

IN NEW HAMPSHIRE TODAY, MARCO RUBIO 

IS PLAYING DEFENSE. THE FLORIDA 

SENATOR...WHO MAY HAVE A GOOD SHOT 

AT A HIGH PROFILE SECOND PLACE FINISH 

TO DONALD TRUMP, IN TUESDAY'S 

PRIMARY, experts saying he HAD A ROUGH 

DEBATE LAST NIGHT. EVEN REPUBLICANS 

WHO LIKE HI... 0:00:37

10T PRINCE GEORGE WATER HIKE

(brent solomon - hopewell) IN 2032 "This is 

one that has quite a few of you talking and 

now 2 localities right here in our area 

determining what it can do to fight back." 

(cover with video of her walking old lady) 

(jane burijon - lives in hopewell) 1838 "Any 

raise is goi... 0:01:55

103T FLINT UPDATE

the F-B-I will join the investigation into the 

water crisis in flint, michigan. City officials 

say the tap water was contaminated with 

lead -- after the water source was switched 

... from Detroit to the Flint River, while the 

city was under the control of a... 0:00:30

10W GOV GUN CONTROL

Governor McAuliffe fires back at gun control 

activists upset over the recent gun deal he 

struck with Republicans. The compromise 

plan requires anyone subject to a longterm 

protective order..to give up or sell their 

guns. And while it does not close the so-c... 0:01:35

103R RAPE KITS

"Attorney General Mark Herring is heading 

up the effort to get 'physical evidence 

recovery kits'... or PERKs... analyzed for DNA. 

This will help nail down perpetrators, putting 

victims at ease." More than 2,000 sexual 

assault victims in Virginia who had an 

exam... never ... 0:02:19



103T VA PRIMARY LOOK AHEAD

Once again... Donald Trump and Bernie 

Sanders are the winners tonight in New 

Hampshire... Next for the republicans... it's 

on to South Carolina.. The democrats next 

battleground is Nevada. Virginia's primaries 

are coming up on March first--otherwise 

known as... 0:00:00

10M ZIKA EMERGENCY STATUS

THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION TODAY 

DECLARED AN INTERNATIONAL EMERGENCY 

OVER THE SPREAD OF ZIKA. THE DISEASE 

HAS BEEN LINKED TO MICROCEPHALY IN 

BRAZIL. THE W-H-O CALLED THE SPREAD OF 

THE DISEASE "AN EXTRAORDINARY EVENT." 

THE EMERGENCY SESSION WAS CALLED TO 

EVALUATE ... 0:00:01

10M HENRICO PRIMARY DAY

Henrico Schools is cancelling school, for the 

presidential primary. So, the school district, 

is making March 1-st a student holiday -- and 

a staff workday. In order to make up for lost 

classroom time, March 2-nd will be a regular 

full day of classes. ... 0:00:01

10T GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Also in the General Assembly-- both 

chambers have now passed the so-called 

"Tebow Bill." -- which allows home-schooled 

students to participate in public-school 

sports. No word if Governor McAuliffe will 

veto it. He did last year. 0:00:00

10T RPD POLICE CAMERAS

Richmond police are rolling out body 

cameras this week. chief alfred durham says 

40 officers are already training with them. 

But despite all the talk of improved 

transparency- body cameras are raising 

some privacy concerns. colleen quigley 

talked to the chief...and ha... 0:00:01



10T POLICE SHOOTING FOLO

Chief Durham is also revealing more, about 

the man suspected of shooting a Richmond 

police officer. Police say the suspect, 23-year-

old Keith Vernon Smith Junior ... is a six time 

convicted felon. Smith is currently charged 

with three felonies -- including Agg... 0:00:07

10T PUBLIX GLEN ALLEN

Central Virginia may soon have more grocery 

stores than it knows what to do with... 

Because, yet another chain is coming to the 

area! Publix Super Markets plans to open a 

store in Glen Allen in 20-18. The new store 

will be located at the corner of Nuckols and 

T... 0:00:26

10T MEDICAL MARIJUANA

The fight to legalize medical marijuana in 

Virginia continues in the General Assembly. 

And parents with children suffering from -- 

intractable epilepsy, are leading the way. 

While they can now legally give their 

children cannabis oil -- they are breaking 

federal and ... 0:00:01

10T GOOCHLAND MURDER ARREST

we begin tonight, with news of an arrest, in a 

murder that shocked goochland county.. The 

sheriff's office says -- it has a suspect in 

custody, in the murder of Alvin Lynn 

Brooking, who was killed last march! That 

suspect is 44 year old Kevin Parrish, from L... 0:00:39

10W MICROSOFT RECALL

microsoft is recalling power cords used with 

its surface pro computers. these are cords 

that were sold separately.. microsoft says it 

has had dozens of reports of the cords 

overheating... in some cases, they even 

caught fire! five people say they got an 

electric... 0:00:20

10W STINKY LANDFILL

Many area residents are complaining about 

a problem they say really stinks tonight! 

from Prince George to Disputanta, people 

are furious over a horrible stench that's 

traveling miles away from a landfill in Sussex 

County. Now the state is getting involved, ... 0:00:01



10W CAR BREAKINS

Now to Colonial Heights where police are 

increasing patrols in one neighborhood after 

a string of thefts from cars. It's happening at 

Conjurers Neck subdivision off of Conduit 

Road. Ashley Monfort is there talking to 

neighbors who are now being extra car... 0:00:17

10W IRS REFUNDS

Just in from The i-r-s... a computer problem 

could make your tax refund a little late! THE 

AGENCY SAYS IT HAS STOPPED ACCEPTING 

ELECTRONIC RETURNS BECAUSE OF WHAT 

IT'S CALLING -- "HARDWARE FAILURE".. 

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR YOU... IF YOU'RE 

JUST NOW FILING YOUR RET... 0:00:37

10W PREZ MOSQUE

PRESIDENT OBAMA MADE HIS FIRST VISIT TO 

A U-S MOSQUE -- AMID GROWING CALLS 

FOR LIMITS, IN MUSLIM IMMIGRATION. ... 

ALONG WITH FEARS AND COMPLAINTS 

FROM THE MUSLIM COMMUNITY -- ABOUT 

BIAS AND PERSECUTION. KEVIN CORKE HAS 

OUR STORY TONIGHT, FROM BALTIMORE: 0:00:16

10W MYSTERY SHOPPER SCAM

A consumer alert tonight -- about a secret 

shopper scam. You've probably heard about 

these type offers to be a secret shopper. 

many of them are legit, and can help you 

earn some extra cash. But, some are just a 

trick, to get your money. Eric Phillips has 

what ... 0:00:13

10W VCU ALERT MAN WITH GUN

We continue to track a crime alert near the 

VCU campus. Richmond police are trying to 

find a man who, they say, was seen running 

with a rifle, near some apartments this 

morning. We're told the man broke into a 

home on South Pine Street and took off 

with... 0:00:18



10W GRTC BLACK HISTORY

Tomorrow, GRTC will honor a civil rights 

pioneer -- as part of Black History Month. to 

mark Rosa Parks' birthday, the first 

passenger seat on every G-R-T-C bus will 

have a commemorative sign in tribute to 

her. Drivers will also keep bus headlights on 

all day an... 0:00:45

10R LOUISA WATER

Cancer causing chemicals have been found in 

drinking water in Louisa. The amount is 

above the limit allowed by state water 

regulations â€“ but officials maintain it is still 

safe to drink Stephanie Robusto takes us to 

the source, looking at the reservoir holding... 0:00:00

10R OFFICER INDICTED

And now, breaking news out of richmond... a 

police officer has been indicted with second-

degree murder for shooting a Chesterfield 

man while off duty! Officer David L. Cobb 

was off duty on the morning of October 

17th, when he took a car through the car 

wash at the Sunoco ... 0:00:00

10R ARMED AND DANGEROUS SUSPECT

happening right now...chesterfield police are 

searching for an armed robbery suspect, in 

the hopkins road area! they say the man 

robbed a woman who was getting her mail 

in the 65-hundred block of hopkins, around 7-

30 tonight. the suspect is described as a 

black man who w... 0:00:01

10R HONDA RECALL

If you drive a Honda, listen up -- the 

company is recalling two-point-two million 

vehicles for airbag problems. The same 

airbags have caused at least 11 deaths and 

139 injuries worldwide. This Honda recall 

includes -- older model years dating back to 

2005, as well ... 0:01:05



10R PBURG MONEY

A wake up call for the City of Petersburg to 

get its finances in order. an outside auditor 

found the city spent millions of dollars over 

its budget....and now there are even more 

problems. Police, fire, and even schools may 

have make major cuts next year! ... 0:00:18

10R ROOFER SCAM

Richmond Police are warning people about a 

new roofing scam tonight! they police say 

Thomas Taylor has been targeting people in 

the Woodland Heights area...trying to trick 

people out of their money. Police say if he 

approaches you -- and offers to fix you roof, 

do *not*... 0:00:19

10F HANOVER ARRESTS

Hanover deputies make three arrests that 

they hope will end a burglary spree in the 

county. deputies believe Justin Purks, 

Thomas Nicolaou, and Kristin Brewer are 

responsible for four home break-ins in 

Beaverdam, Ashland, and Doswell last 

month. The suspects we... 0:00:28

10F SAVE LIBBIE GROVE

Tonight, tensions are heating up on 

Richmond's West End. Many neighbors are 

upset over plans for redevelopment around 

the Westhampton community. a developer 

wants to create a 4 story mixed-use site that 

includes retail shops and condos. Brent 

Solomon tell... 0:00:24

10F GLEN ALLEN LOCKDOWN

A brief lockdown at a Glen Allen High School 

this afternoon... and we've learned that the 

lockdown was just a precaution... School 

leaders tell us they locked it down after a 

student reported seeing someone in a ski 

mask walking on school property. Off... 0:00:01



10F GENWORTH LAYOFFS

Genworth financial is cutting about 270 

jobs... and 70 of them will be from our area! 

Genworth is going to stop selling traditional 

life insurance and annuity policies... and that 

means it will need fewer workers. Most of 

the job losses will be in Lynchburg...which... 0:00:17

10F POLICE OFFICER INDICTED

A judge grants bond for the Richmond police 

officer indicted for second degree murder. 

Investigators say Officer, David Cobb -- shot 

18 year old Paterson Brown Jr in Chesterfield 

back in October.. Cobb's defense lawyer says 

-- Brown was trying to steal the office... 0:00:21

10F RT 10 WRECK

The Chippenham Parkway ramp to Iron 

Bridge road is still closed tonight, after this 

wreck that caused a big mess earlier today. 

Our crews were first on the scene of this 

accident around 5-30 this afternoon. you can 

see where the big rig overturned, spilling t... 0:00:12

10F PBURG SCHOOL DAYS

The school day is going to get a little longer 

for Petersburg students. Starting Monday- 

students will be in class 15 minutes longer 

for the rest of the school year. They can 

blame the recent snow storm and all the 

time they got off because of it. President's 

Da... 0:00:01

10M OVERTIME INVESTIGATION

(brent solomon - richmond) IN: I got my 

hands on this internal memo, intended for 

the eyes of Richmond firefighters. Due to the 

department's finances, leaders are calling on 

drastic changes that find some asking if 

those changes are safe? (nats of fire alarm) 

In... 0:02:29



10M KROGER DELIVERY

Kroger is stepping up its grocery game....one 

Richmond location will soon offer online 

ordering! Kroger announced today that it 

will bring 'Click-List" to the Kroger 

Marketplace in Chester--- it's the newest 

store ... on Iron Bridge Road. With Click-List -- 

you'll b... 0:00:01

10M TEACHER AIDE ARREST

Now to Chesterfield where a teacher's aide 

is facing charges tonight after police say she 

pinched a student with special needs. police 

say Celina Deas-Durant pinched a 12-year-

old girl at Robious Middle School, leaving 

bruises. And another student inadvertently 

caught t... 0:00:00

10M ENON ELEMENTARY

Parents want to hear more from school 

leaders in Chesterfield on plans to fix Enon 

Elementary School. The school board is 

holding a meeting tomorrow night to discuss 

capital improvements to the county. For 

years, Enon has been on a list of schools for 

Chesterf... 0:00:33

10M GETTING OUT OF DEBT

Millions of people gave their credit cards 

quite the workout over the holidays. More 

than a month later-- people are still trying to 

figure out, how to pay it all off. it's a financial 

strain on millions of people. If you're one of 

them -- don't panic! There are s...

10T SCION RECALL

Toyota is recalling thousands of its Scion F-R-

S sports cars.. Apparently, you can take the 

keys out of the ignition,without putting the 

car in park, which could lead to your car 

rolling away. This applies to F-R-S's with 

automatic transmissions. If you have one,... 0:00:01



10T HANOVER ABDUCTION ATTEMPT

Worried parents reach out for answers... 

after word that a woman has been targeting 

children at bus stops in mechanicsville! But 

Susan Bahorich did some digging... and 

found this was all just a misunderstanding.

10T ENON MTG

Some upset parents in Chesterfield tonight... 

about conditions at Enon Elementary 

school... The school is set to get a new 

building in a few years.. But many feel they 

can't wait that long--and they let the school 

board know about it tonight. Brent Solomon 

has th...

10T MECHANICS ADVICE

If you do come across a pothole..try driving 

around it. If that's not possible, mechanics 

say slow down, but then release the break 

just before you driving straight through the 

pot hole. Hitting the edge of it can cause 

your car the most damage.

10T MECHANICS ADVICE

And those repairs could cost you hundreds 

of dollarsâ€¦according to mechanics. Leete 

Tire and Auto Mechanic say they have been 

inundated with repairs from pothole 

damage. It's mostly damage to the tire's 

sidewall when the rim digs down into it after 

hitting a poth...

10T POTHOLE COMPLAINTS

Potholes are still a big problem around the 

Richmond right now. The city says it's 

working to repair them. But some neighbors 

say, not fast enough. Colleen Quigley has 

more tonight, from Richmond:

10T NEW HAMPSHIRE

The votes are counted... and this time, the 

polls were not wrong when it came to 

picking the winners! Donald Trump and 

Bernie Sanders took the top spots in New 

Hampshire tonight... But on the G-O-P side... 

who came in *second*, is something of a 

surprise. ...



10W FREE TAX FILING

Did you know you may qualify to file your 

taxes electronically for free? Today 

Governor McAuliffe and state leaders spoke 

at the Library of Virginia to encourage 

people to use "Free File". If you make less 

than 62-thousand dollars a year, it will point 

you to soft... 0:00:29

10W KINGS DOMINION HIRING

It's that time of year again -- Kings Dominion 

is looking to hire hundreds of people for is 

2016 season. And we have the details you 

need to know to apply. The park is looking to 

hire 17 hundred people to work a variety of 

jobs including -- rides, food an... 0:00:33

10W HENRICO MANUFACTURING

A French manufacturing company has 

chosen to open its new operations center in 

the metro-Richmond area. Polykon 

Manufacturing produces cosmetics such as 

Estee Lauder and L'Oreal. The new location 

will be in the White Oak Technology Park. 

The company plans to b... 0:00:33

10W DORIAN NEEDS A HEART

Tonight... a community rallies around a boy, 

who's in the fight of his life! This is 12-year-

old Dorian Broyles. When he was born, part 

of his heart hadn't fully formed. After several 

surgies as a baby, he was fine. That is, until 

Thanksgiving, when he suffered h... 0:01:23

10W PATIENT FIRST ANTHEM

Tonight, we've learned "Patient First" 

announced it's no longer accepting new 

patients insured by Anthem Blue Cross Blue 

Shield - except for CareFirst Blue Cross Blue 

Shield!! The change took effect February 

second... It impacts two categories of 

Anthem ... 0:00:01

10W SCHOOLS RALLY

A crowd of protesters -- some as young as 11-

years-old-- climbed the steps of Richmond 

City Hall today... demanding more money for 

schools! They say time is running out before 

the mayor submits his budget in less than a 

month. Mike Valerio has more on what, 

spec... 0:00:16



10W NEW KENT SCHOOLS

New Kent parents are demanding answers 

after schools kept the same schedule and 

opened on time today -- despite some 

wintry weather overnight. Many roads were 

slick this morning. State police responded to 

more than 60 crashes around the area. Two 

New Kent, high... 0:00:25

10W MISSING FOR THREE YEARS

A Petersburg woman moved to tears three 

years to the day her son disappearedn in a 

case police call suspicious. Deonta Harrison 

was 25 years old when he went missing --

and although the leads are slim, his family's 

hopes he'll be found grow stronger with 

each passing... 0:00:00

10F SEX OFFENDER AT SCHOOL

In Henrico...A convicted sex offender is 

caught by school leaders ... when he breaks 

the law by stepping onto school grounds. 

Police tell us Timmy Bailey went to 

Collegiate, because his boss sent him there 

for a job. He presented his I-D at the front 

door... 0:00:20

10Y REFUGEES REUNITED WITH CAT

A family of refugees who fled from ISIS 

started a new life in Norway but without a 

certain loved one. During the family's 

journey across European boarders, their pet 

*cat slipped out and got away. After a social 

media campaign for the missing cat, the 

mother and he... 0:00:53

10Y FIJI CLEANUP

RIGHT NOW... FIJI IS CLEANING UP AFTER 

THE STRONGEST STORM EVER RECORDED IN 

THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE. TROPICAL 

CYCLONE WINSTON SLAMMED THE PACIFIC 

NATION WITH WINDS OF MORE THAN 180-

MILES-AN-HOUR SATURDAY. THAT'S THE 

EQUIVALENT OF A CAT-FIVE HURRICANE. AT 

LEAST S... 0:00:24



10Y MS DEADLY FIRE SUSPECT

POLICE ARE ACTIVELY SEARCHING FOR A 

PERSON OF INTEREST in a MISSOURI 

quadruple homicide. AUTHORITIES SAY 24 

YEAR OLD GRAYDEN DENHAM IS 

RESPONSIBLE FOR STARTING A FIRE THAT 

KILLED FOUR PEOPLE, INCLUDING AN 

INFANT. RECORDS SHOW HE'S PREVIOUSLY 

PLEADED GUILTY TO ASSAULT... AN... 0:00:23

10Y PARKLAND PURCHASE

A new area for hiking, biking, boating and 

maybe even horse back riding is coming to 

Richmond. The Chesterfield parks and 

recreation confirms a public park is on its 

way along the james River near chippenham 

and route one. The county is purchasing the 

108 acres from ... 0:00:24

10Y LOCAL POLITICS WEEK AHEAD

And here they come everybody - the 

candidates are coming! Watch out here... 

This is the breakdown of who to expect in 

Virginia leading up to Super Tuesday next 

week, starting with John Kasich at VCU on 

Monday... Bernie Sanders heads to Norfolk's 

Scope Arena... 0:00:31

10Y KEVIN QUICK

Looking at the week ahead, closing 

arguments begin tomorrow in the kevin 

quick murder trial. Quick is the Waynesboro 

reserve deputy who was shot and killed two 

years ago. Six alleged gang members face 

charges related to his death. The defense 

rested its case... 0:00:14

10Y MI SHOOTING SPREE

(--- PKG ---) THE FIRST SHOTS WERE FIRED 

JUST BEFORE SIX O'CLOCK SATURDAY NIGHT 

IN THE PARKING LOT OF AN APARTMENT 

COMPLEX.......THE GUNMAN SHOT A 

MOTHER WHO WAS WITH HER THREE 

CHILDREN......SHE'S IN SERIOUS CONDITION. 

ABOUT FOUR HOURS LATER AND 15 MILES 

AWAY...SHOTS W... 0:01:33



10Y MISSING HAMPTON TEEN

HAPPENING NOW in Hampton -- police are 

looking for this missing teen. Just take a 

good look here. Jarrett Ellis is 17 years old - 

and there's added concern for his safety, 

because he suffers from a social disability. 

He was last seen Friday around 5. Ellis ... 0:00:26

10Y VIRGINIA CENTER COMMONS BODY

Henrico Police are investigating after a man 

is found dead inside at car at Virginia Center 

Commons. Officers responded to a medical 

emergency just before 11 this morning. They 

say when they arrived, they found a 32-year-

old man dead inside a parked vehicle. Right 

... 0:00:20

10Y SEMMES HIT AND RUN ARREST

New details tonight in the deadly hit and run 

in South Richmond Saturday. Police arrested 

65-year-old john spence. He's charged with 

felony hit and run in the death of 55-year-

old Christopher Griffin. According to police, 

Griffin was attempting to cross Semmes 

Avenue n... 0:00:23

10Y RVA DOUBLE HOMICIDE FAM

"Why? Why?" Nastasha Harris is still coming 

to grips with the murder of her sister. 39-

year-old Marquetta Harris. 5526 She didn't 

harm anyone. No. She was a loving, caring, 

person. Who loved her three kids, and her 

granddaughter to death. Natasha says she 

last spoke... 0:01:42

103T MOVE OVER CAMPAIGN

Last night... a woman who had been in an 

accident on route 288 was killed... Police say 

she was in the median, talking to a state 

trooper, when another driver lost control, 

hit the troopers car... then her! police and 

firefighters say this tragedy is another 

reason w... 0:00:30



103T CAMPAIGN ADS

We're not even out of primary season yet... 

and already the presidential campaigns are 

throwing a lot of money at political ads.. 

More than 231-million dollars so far! WITH 

ALL THAT MONEY AT STAKE -- YOU WOULD 

THINK THE CAMPAIGNS -- WOULD WANT TO 

BE SURE, THEY'RE GE... 0:00:01

103W CRUZ SAYS SUE ME! 0:00:28

103W HILLARY'S LEAD DISSOLVES

Virginia Senator Tim Kaine is in Nevada right 

now... stumping for Hillary Clinton... Kaine 

speaks fluent Spanish.. and the Clinton 

campaign is hoping that will help bring out 

the hispanic vote, --- in a state where she 

held a huge lead, just a couple of weeks... 0:00:43

103T PBRUG EMS SERVICES

as Petersburg works to get a better handle 

of it's finances, the fire department there 

actually wants to take on *more* 

responsibilities. There's a proposal to 

combine Petersburg Fire with a non-profit 

agency that provides emergency medical 

services to much of the c... 0:00:02

103T NEXT DOOR PETERSBURG

you've heard us talk about the next door 

app. Now Petersburg is announcing a 

partnership with the virtual neighborhood 

watch program. Many neighborhoods in 

Richmond already use Next Door. But only 

two in Petersburg do right now-- those are 

Old Towne and Bat... 0:00:32

STORM RECAP

WE WANT TO UPDATE YOU TONIGHT ON 

THE SEVERE STORMS THAT SPAWNED 

SEVERAL TORNADOS... AND LEFT 

COMMUNITIES ACROSS THE STATE IN 

RUINS.. RIGHT NOW, THERE ARE REPORTS 

THAT PEPOLE ARE STILL TRAPPED IN WHAT'S 

LEFT OF HOMES, DESTROYED IN 

TAPPAHANNOCK. RESCUERS ARE TRYI...



103R NEW HOMES NEAR VCC

part of this huge housing project means 

selling little five azalea farm. This business 

has been here for more than six decades and 

is 77 acres. But pretty soon all of this, plus all 

of these woods will be housing if rezoning is 

approved. An artist's rendering shows the... 0:00:01

10R RUBIO SUNDAY

Another presidential candidate is making a 

stop here in our area, ahead of Super 

Tuesday. Marco Rubio will be all around* the 

state that day.. He starts the day 

campaigning in Loudon County at one.. then 

at 3-p-m, he'll be at James River High School 

in Mid... 0:00:00

103R HILLARY MAYORS

Hillary Clinton is also making plans to 

squeeze in one more stop in the 

Commonwealth. Clinton will campaign in 

Northern Virginia and the Hampton Roads 

area Monday. Her husband, former 

President Bill Clinton was in Richmond 

yesterday. Clinton is currently leading ... 0:01:27

103R TX DEBATE

TONIGHT REPUBLICAN SENATORS MARCO 

RUBIO AND TED CRUZ -- ON THE ATTACK... 

BOTH GOING AFTER REPUBLICAN FRONT-

RUNNER DONALD TRUMP... IN THE LAST G-O-

P PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE BEFORE SUPER 

TUESDAY....WHICH IS NOW JUST DAYS 

AWAY...ON MARCH FIRST. STEVE 

RAPPOPORT HAS THE HIGHLI... 0:00:02

103M BOSTON BOMBER CITIZENSHIP TEST

We're learning one of the Boston Bombers 

passed the U-S citizenship test and denied 

having links to terrorist just months before 

the bombings. TAMERLAN (TAM'-ehr-luhn 

)TSARNAEV (tsahr-NEYE'-ehv) died in a 

shootout with police days after the 2013 

bombings. ... 0:00:57



10M YOUR TAX RETURN IS WRONG

WE'RE JUST A FEW WEEKS INTO TAX SEASON 

AND ALREADY THE I-R-S HAS A BIG 

WARNING FOR YOU.. IT SAYS THERE COULD 

BE SOMETHING TERRIBLY WRONG WITH A 

LOT OF TAX RETURNS. iT ISN'T BECAUSE OF A 

NEW SCAM. AS ERIC PHILIPS TELLS US.. IT'S 

BECAUSE OF "PAST" I-D THEFT, COMING... 0:00:01

10M 288 WRECK

Breaking now-- a multi vehicle crash on 288 

leaves 1 person dead and several others 

injured, including first responders! Britni 

McDonald joins us now from VCU medical 

center where some are now fighting for their 

lives, britni? 0:00:00

10M BURN SEASON

Despite the snow on the ground -- Virginia's 

spring fire season is now under way. Starting 

today -- state law prevents burning before 

four p-m each day if the fire is within 300 

feet of woods, brush or fields. Violators can 

be fined up to 500 dollars...and wou... 0:00:00

10P DELAYS AND WHAT NOT

Ice on roads is the reason several area 

schools are operating on a two-hour delay, 

tomorrow. Keep your ene on the bottom of 

your screen for the latest... but we can tell 

you that Charles City County, Colonial 

Heights, Dinwiddie, Goochland, Hopewell, 

New Kent, and Prince ... 0:00:00

10M ASHTON SQ CONDEMNED

It is probably an understatement to say 

Ashton Square residents are overwhelmed 

right now. They've been told they only have 

a few days to find a place to live. Ashley 

Monfort continues our team coverage live 

outside Ashton Square. Ashley-- The holiday 

weekend and t... 0:00:01



10M SANDERS AT VSU THIS WEEK

A change in plans for presidential hopeful 

Bernie Sanders. He will not be coming to 

Virginia State University this week after all. 

Sanders was supposed to appear at the V-S-

U gymnasium this Wednesday. No word why 

he cancelled. But his campaign spokesman 

l... 0:00:01

10M CHARTER SCHOOLS

A bid to boost the number of charter schools 

... is moving forward in the General 

Assembly. The House narrowly passed a bill 

to have you -- vote on the issue this 

November. The vote is for a constitutional 

amendment -- granting the Virginia Board of 

Education t... 0:00:00

10M ASHTON SQ REAX

Do they stay or, Go? The push to get hot 

water -- running again at Ashton Square 

apartments has come to head. Apartment 

management is telling some tenants to be 

out by Wednesday. The management 

company-- says it has reason to believe the 

city will condemn three buildi... 0:00:00

10T PBURG MTG CANNED

Tonight, some Petersburg residents are 

angry after the city council cancelled a 

meeting just hours before it was supposed 

to start... all because of threats. One threat 

over the weekend, showed up, on the city's 

website, and Petersburg officials say it was 

ra... 0:00:36

10T SCHOOLS CLOSED

several schools in our area planned for a two-

hour delay this morning...but ended up 

canceling classes all together! This was the 

case in Hanover County -- where the 

decision was made around eight this 

morning... which left many to wonder why 

didn't they close fro... 0:00:17



10T RUDDS TRAILER PARK

A South Richmond trailer park -- that's had 

serious problems is going up on the auction 

block. In the fall of 2014-- Rudd's Trailer 

Park, off Jeff Davis Highway, started evicting 

people due to problems with heating and 

electrical systems. Assessed at 2.4...

10T RX MISTAKE

IMAGINE -- GIVING YOUR LOVED ONE THE 

WRONG MEDICINE -- BECAUSE OF A 

MISTAKE AT THE PHARMACY! A HAMPTON 

WOMAN SAYS-- THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT 

HAPPENED TO HER. AMANDA MCCOY 

FEARED SHE POISONED HER FIVE-YEAR-OLD 

SON AFTER GIVING HIM A MEDICATION 

THAT WAS PRESCRIBED TO HER --- B... 0:00:01

10T ASHTON SQUARE UPDATE

Frustrations still running high at Ashton 

Square apartments. Tenants are waiting for 

official word on whether three buildings will 

be condemned tomorrow -- and the plan for 

getting them hot water again. Many tenants 

have been living without hot water for 

months. T... 0:00:29

10F ANDROID MALWARE

A warning for Android phone users... there's 

new mal-ware ... targeting your phone! It's 

called "Mazar" -- it allows bad people -- 

access to anything stored on your phone--

including passwords and credit card 

numbers. The good news is, you really have 

to go out of... 0:00:38

10T VETS JOB FAIR

Just a reminder... if you're a veteran looking 

for work, there's a job fair just for you 

coming up this week. Recruit-Military is 

holding a career fair at Richmond 

International Raceway Thursday. There will 

be more than 30 companies there ready to 

hire--and org... 0:00:20

10W PBURG TROUBLES UPDATE 0:00:13



10W CRAIGSLIST RENTAL SCAM

Now to a warning for everyone looking to 

rent a home! crooks have found another 

way to manipulate craigslist... it takes 

advantage of sellers, and leaves renters in 

the lurch! Eric Philips breaks down how the 

hoax works and how you can avoid falling for 

it: 0:02:54

10W ASHTON SQ. UPDATE

Good news for dozens of Richmond 

residents, living without hot water for 

months! Because of the conditions, tenants 

in Ashton Square Apartments -- thought they 

would have to move out today -- but thanks 

to our continuing coverage of the problem -- 

hot water is fl... 0:00:43

10W KASICH TRUMP AND CARSON IN VA

G-O-P presidential candidates -- hoping to 

win your vote, will be heading to Virginia in 

the coming weeks. Starting with Ohio 

Governor John Kasich. He will be at V-C-U 

monday night -- for a town hall meeting at 

the Egyptian Building Auditorium from 6-30 

to 7-... 0:00:02

10W APARTMENT RESIDENTS

But despite passing code inspection-- many 

people living in building 621 at Ashton 

Square Apartments moved out. That's 

because they say they were not sure if they 

would even have a place to live today. 

Ashley Monfort continues that part of our 

team coverage. 0:00:14

10W MISSING MAN

Have you seen Eric Bambacus? Richmond 

police say he's been missing for a week 

now... and they need help finding him. The 

55-year-old was last seen walking away from 

the Chamberlayne Assisted Living Facility. 

Police say he is known to wander Richmond, 

Henrico and Cheste... 0:00:00



10W MORE GM AIRBAG RECALL

Another airbag recall -- from General 

Motors.. This time it's recalling SAABS AND 

SATURNS. G-M has to replace the Takata air 

bag inflators, which can explode with too 

much force in a crash, and possibly cause 

more injury than the crash itself. This recall 

covers... 0:00:01

10R BLUE BEE CIDERY

a cidery is not only staying in Richmond-- it's 

also expanding. Blue Bee Cider announced 

today it is moving from Manchester to the 

old Richmond city stables on West Clay 

Street in Scott's Addition. It also plans to 

boost its production of hard cider-- three 

fold. 0:00:29

10R TOYOTA

A big Toyota recall to tell you about right 

now.. It's recalling nearly three million s-u-

v's, because of a possible seat belt defect. 

This covers "RAV-4's" made BETWEEN JULY 

20-05, through AUGUST 20-14. and 

"Vanguard" S-U-V's -- made BETWEEN 

OCTOBER 20-05 throu... 0:00:34

10R SCIENCE MUSEUM SEX ASSAULT

Right now, Richmond police are looking for a 

suspect in a disturbing crime... He's accused 

of sexually assaulting someone at the 

science museum of virginia! Susan Bahorich 

has this crime alert from richmond: . 0:01:07

10R ASPRIN THERAPY

Some people have called it a wonder drug. .. 

Studies show aspirin may help reduce your 

risk of heart attacks and several diseases.. 

So... does that mean you should start taking 

one everyday? One doctor says... it isn't that 

simple. If you've already had a hea... 0:00:22

10R PBURG FIRING

That breaking is out of Petersburg, where 

neighbors demanding a change in leadership -

-- may just get their wish. At a packed 

council meeting tonight, city leaders voted 

to enter into negotiations to part ways with 

city manager william johnson and city... 0:00:14



10F GLEN ALLEN VIDEO FOLO

In Henrico-- more controversy tonight over a 

black history month presentation at Glen 

Allen High School. First it was a video that 

prompted a big debate over whether 

Henrico school leaders should apologize. 

Now we're learning a worksheet is also 

getting many parents ... 0:00:18

10F PBURG CITY MANAGER

Now to Petersburg-- where the Mayor is 

breaking his silence following last night's 

fiery council meeting. council decided to 

explore parting ways with its city manager 

and city attorney Tonight, Brent Solomon 

sits down for an exclusive interview with 

Mayor Howard Myer... 0:00:16

10F MISSING MOM CHILD

We begin tonight with the Chesterfield 

mother and child... who have now been 

missing for 24 hours.. C'ere Lewis and 9-year-

old Sesha Hill haven't been seen since last 

night... when they left home for a dance 

class. Ashley Monfort spoke with their 

family... an... 0:00:23

10W CANDIDATES IN VA

Donald Trump and Dr. Ben Carson aren't the 

only G-O-P candidates making campaign 

stops in the commonwealth this month. Ted 

Cruz will be at Regent University in Virginia 

Beach next week. Trump will be at Regent 

next Wednesday, Cruz a week from today, 

and Carso... 0:00:20

10M NORTHSIDE VIOLENCE

"We need your help community so please 

help us." First there was this double 

homicide over the weekend in the 2900 

block of Chamberlayne Avenueâ€¦.now 

thisâ€¦more crime scene tape just a block 

away at the flats at ginter park "Put the guns 

down. It makes no sense. Somet... 0:00:01



10M CHAMBERLAYNE SHOOTING

It's only February-- and Richmond now has 

12 homicides this year. The latest-- 

happening this morning in the 3000 block of 

Chamberlayne avenue. Police say a man was 

found in a parking lot with a gunshot wound 

to the head.... Colleen Quigley has the... 0:00:14

103M PETERSBURG CITY CONTRACTS

New developments out of Petersburg where 

we're investigating how much the city would 

have to dish out -- if two of its top leaders 

are forced to part ways. Right now, city 

leaders are in the process of negotiating how 

to separate with the City Manager and City 

Att... 0:00:17

10M KASICH AT VCU TONIGHT

it was a packed house at VCU for Governor 

John Kasich's town hall. More than 11 

hundred people packed into the room... In a 

wide ranging conversation from 

immigration, to North Korea. One question 

asked for the Republican Presidential 

Candidate to take... 0:00:21

10M JACKSON WARD SEX ASSAULT

Disturbing new information tonight, about a 

home invasion and sexual assault in 

Richmond. A man and woman were attacked 

in their home in Historic Jackson Ward last 

Thursday. the woman ---who was raped -- is 

seven months pregnant! She was rushed to 

the hospi... 0:00:01

10M TAX BREAKS

Are you hoping to get money back from the I-

R-S this year? Or maybe you looking to 

reduce what you owe. Either way... you 

might be eligible for tax breaks. Rachel 

Depompa shows us a few that people often 

overlook. 0:00:01

10T GOP IN VA

Regent University in Virginia Beach is the 

hotspot for the Republicans. Three 

candidates will make appearances there in 

the coming days. Donald Trump is at Regent 

tomorrow, Ted Cruz on Friday, and Ben 

Carson on Monday. 0:00:18



10T BILL CLINTON

With only a week to go to Super Tuesday-- 

former president Bill Clinton will be in 

Richmond tomorrow campaigning for his 

wife Hillary. he'll be making an appearance 

at the Hippodrome tomorrow night at 6. If 

you'd like to attend, you'll have to register 

on Hillary C... 0:00:46

10T SANDERS RALLY

This week, most of the presidential 

contenders are making stops in Virginia as 

we count down to Super Tuesday. Today, it 

was Bernie Sanders... He was in Norfolk. 

Sanders is trailing Hillary Clinton -- by 20 

points here, but is hoping for an upset! Mike 

Valero ... 0:00:09

10T XGR GUN LAWS

Any day now -- Governor Terry McAuliffe -- 

could sign the bill that would allow more 

concealed-weapon permit holders -- to 

legally carry guns in the state. It was a 

compromise hammered out by the governor 

and top Republicans. It just passed the S... 0:00:03

10T SEXY ZIKA

HEALTH OFFICIALS FIRST SAID THE CHANCES 

OF ZIKA VIRUS SPREADING IN THE U-S RIGHT 

NOW -- WERE LOW... BECAUSE IT'S NOT 

MOSQUITO SEASON... AND MOSQUITOS ARE 

THE MAIN WAY, ZIKA IS TRANSMITTED. BUT 

IT CAN BE *SEXUALLY* TRANSMITTED AS 

WELL... AND APPARENTLY, THAT'S M... 0:00:23

10T CH THREAT

there will be extra police on hand at Colonial 

Heights High School tomorrow... because of 

a threat! it's related to vandalism that 

turned up at the school this week. Susan 

Bahorich has our story, from Colonial 

Heights: 0:00:00

10T BIKER HIT BY CAR

Richmond police are looking for the driver 

who hit a man on a bike... then took off. It 

happened Friday night, while the victim was 

on his way home from work. Colleen Quigley 

spoke with the man who says, he's lucky to 

be alive! 0:00:06



10T NEVADA PRIMARY

Will Donald Trump solidify his lead? Will 

someone else defy the polls and snatch 

victory? The g-o-p caucuses in Nevada are 

underway right now. Polls show Trump in 

the lead, with Ted Cruz and Marco Rubio 

fighting for second. It's been a nasty fight, 

that's bee... 0:01:00

10W TRUMP IN VA BEACH

Donald Trump returned to Virginia today... 

This time as a guest of Pat Robertson at 

Regent University. The Republican front-

runner assured Christian conservatives he 

would stay true to their convictions... Even 

though right now, he's expected to win their 

vot...

10W TAPPAHANNOCK

We begin with Tappahannock... where we 

are getting word of mass injuries from this 

storm! Drew Wilder is on the scene tonight... 

he joins us now by phone... Drew, what can 

you tell us?? 0:00:06

10W BILL CLINTON IN RVA

Hillary Clinton looks sure to win the South 

Carolina primary this weekend... so like the g-

o-p candidates, she is now focusing on super 

tuesday -- which includes virginia. She did 

not make a stop in the commonwealth 

tonight... but Bill Clinton did -- at the 

Hippodrome The...

10R APPOMATTOX

We're also getting a look at some stunning 

new video of the E-F-3 tornado that touched 

down in *Appomattox*. We've learned the 

tornado killed an elderly man named edward 

harris. It also left seven people are injured. 

but there are stories of survival coming out 

... 0:00:20

10R NOT ENOUGH JURORS

Now to Petersburg, where unrest with city 

government -- led to a judge, stopping a 

murder trial, because not enough people 

showed up for jury duty. On Wednesday, a 

circuit court judge cancelled the trial for 

Leon Thomas Archer, who is accused of 

shooting and ki... 0:00:00



10R TAPPAHANNOCK

Now to the latest developments, in 

yesterday's tornado outbreak... first... essex 

county schools will be closed tomorrow, 

because of the damage. westmoreland 

county schools, will be on an hour delay. and 

you're getting a look at the reason why.. this 

is... 0:02:59

10R WAVERLY LATEST

As we learn more about the victims of 

Wednesday's deadly tornadoes, the town of 

Waverly is under a curfew, for the second 

night in a row. Brent Solomon spent part of 

the day, with the Mayor of Waverly, as she 

walked through the damaged areas, and 

comforted, the fami... 0:00:06

10R BUS ASSAULT

In Henrico -- the commonwealth's attorney 

is speaking out about a disturbing case. 

We're talking to an 11 year old student, at 

Moody middle school, who claims he was 

sexually assaulted -- on the school bus by 

another male student. Chris Thomas shows 

you, how the... 0:00:16

10R ESSEX CO HELP

Many people have been asking... what can 

you do to help the tornado victims? Well, 

grab a pen and some paper.. here is a look at 

what people need, and where you can 

donate! first, They are accepting usable 

household items and non perishable food at 

the Old Sou... 0:00:46

10M NEW IPHONE COMETH

Apple fans listen up.. a new i-phone is on the 

way! According to several reports -- apple 

will debut a new phone --and i-pad tablet -- 

on March 21st. A long-rumored 4-inch 

phone is said to have a faster chip than 

current i-phone models. The new ipa... 0:00:29



103F SCARY LYFT RIDE

Taylor eventually got out when the driver 

stopped for a stop sign.. she walked home -- 

and filed a complaint with the company. A 

spokesperson says the driver is no-longer 

allowed to drive for them. The driver told 

police he was just waiting to pull over to a 

safe locatio... 0:00:36

103F SCARY LYFT RIDE

A Washington, D-C woman says a Lyft driver 

took her for a ride... but not to where she 

wanted to go! She pulled out her phone and 

recorded the scary trip.. Lyft is a ride-sharing 

service like Uber. Desiree Taylor says she 

and a friend called for a driver to take... 0:00:00

10S COLONIAL HEIGHTS CRASH

FOLLOWING UP THIS EVENING ON THE 

VICTIM OF LAST NIGHT'S COLONIAL HEIGHTS 

CRASH. Police tell us THE 60-year-old man 

died FROM HIS INJURIES after this crash 

along Ellerslie Avenue. Around six o'clock 

...POLICE TELL US a pick-up truck slammed 

into the man's Mazda. Officers s... 0:00:31

103W REYNOLDS COLD CASE 20 YRS

After two decades...a family in Culpeper is 

still waiting for justice.. It was 20 years ago 

today their 25 year old daughter 

disappeared.. Alicia Showalter Reynolds was 

driving home to Charlottesville along Route 

29 when she vanished! Rachel DePompa 

used ... 0:00:00

10W PART OF MH370 FOUND IN AFRICA

WE are learning a piece of wreckage from a 

Boeing 777 -- likely from M-H-370 -- was 

found washed ashore, off the coast of Africa. 

The newly discovered debris is on its way to 

Malaysia, for further examination. CNN 

reports there is no record of any other Boe... 0:00:30



103M MICHIGAN TOMORROW

Voters head to the polls in Michigan 

tomorrow, to pick their candidate.. polls 

their show the front-runners on both sides 

are leading by wide margins... Both hillary 

clinton and Donald Trump have 13 point 

leads. But after Michigan come the big 

winner-take-all sta... 0:00:26

103M DEM TOWN HALL

WITH VOTERS IN FOUR STATES PREPARING 

TO HIT THE POLLS TOMORROW... HILLARY 

CLINTON IS THE CANDIDATE TO BEAT, ON 

THE DEMOCRAT SIDE. MICHIGAN WILL BE 

THE BIGGEST PRIZE... THAT'S WHERE 

CLINTON AND BERNIE SANDERS APPEARD 

TONIGHT, FOR A TOWN HALL MEETING.. 

JOEL WA... 0:00:14

10T FEDERAL BUILDING BREACHES

The Commonwealth's Attorney's Office 

confirms Ameenah Franks is accused of 

getting into 4 high profile locations in 

downtown Richmond. They say she dressed 

professional, acted like she belonged and 

then stole from employees in the buildings. 

They says she was so good she ... 0:01:12

10T PRIMARIES TONIGHT

Donald Trump has a couple more wins under 

his belt tonight... He's taking Michigan and 

Mississippi, as the g-o-p primary rolls on.. On 

the Democrat side... the race in Michigan is 

too close to call... but it looks like Bernie 

Sanders is in the lead there, while H... 0:00:22

103W VUU STUDENTS HELP FLINT

Right now -- three Virginia Union University 

students are kicking off their spring break -- 

but not in the place you'd typically expect 

from college students. The three friends 

drove overnight to Flint, Michigan...armed 

with nearly 3-hundred cases of water to help 

...



10T ROANOKE SHOOTING

New details tonight in an officer-involved 

shooting in Roanoke that left an 18-year-old 

high school student dead. THE N-DOUBLE-A-

C-P IS now ASKING for a full investigation. 

these pictures from patrol car video show 18-

year-old Kionte Spencer holding a gun ... i...

10T ROANOKE SHOOTING

THE ORGANIZATION ALSO WANTS THE 

NAMES OF ALL OFFICERS INVOLVED TO BE 

RELEASED. We know at least six officers are 

now on administrative leave.

10T PUPPY TRANSACTION

a Henrico man is facing a long list of robbery 

and weapons charges after attacking 

someone he met through an online trading 

post. The victim says 28-year-old Wesley 

Haynie put up an ad to sell puppies. But 

when he got to the home on Shirleydale 

Avenue-...

10W POST SUPER TUESDAY

DONALD TRUMP WON 7 OUT OF 11 SUPER 

TUESDAY STATES -AS DIVERSE AS VERMONT 

& TENNESSEE, MASSACHUSETTS & 

ALABAMA. REPUBLICAN VOTERS ARE 

COMING OUT IN RECORD NUMBERS WHILE 

DEMOCRATIC TURNOUT IS DOWN. TRUMP 

HAS NOW WON 10 OUT OF 15 CONTESTS. 

TRUMP says: "they came from... 0:02:13

10W SCHOOL NAME

First on Fox, a big change could be coming to 

a Henrico middle school... Tonight â€“the 

first of two public hearings was held at the 

New Bridge Learning Center to talk about a 

possible name change for Harry F. Byrd 

Middle School. About 60-people were on 

hand for... 0:00:40



10W POST SUPER TUESDAY

One g-o-p contender looks to be leaving the 

race, after super tuesday. While Donald 

Trump celebrates a big win -- and ted cruz 

racked up some significant victories... Dr. 

Ben Carson says, he sees no way, to 

"politically" continue his run. Carl Cameron -- 

has ... 0:00:19

10W HENRICO MISSING

Tonight a Short Pump Teen is missing... and 

her mother is asking for your help! 14 year 

old Kourtney Christopher was last seen in 

Richmond -- and her mother fears she may 

have taken off with a man she met on 

Facebook! She was last seen around eight 

last night... while... 0:00:00

10W UBER TAXES

If you are making money driving for Uber or 

renting your house on Air-bnb, you'll want to 

pay attention to this. Working for either 

could change the way you do your taxes! 

That's because you are not an employee... 

you're an independent contractor.. You sh... 0:00:00

10W WALMART PHARMACY OOPS

if you get your presriptions from walmart, 

you need to hear this! Walmart says thanks 

to a coding mistake, anyone logged on the at 

the same time as you may have been able to 

see *your* personal information... including 

name, address, birthday and prescription 

history. Th... 0:01:03

10R VDOT 0:00:14

10R STOMACH BUG

There's a good chance some children will be 

missing school tomorrow. Not due to the 

weather... but because there's been a late 

spike of the "flu" going around! Over the 

past couple of weeks, doctors have seen a 

lot of people with fevers, aches, pains and 

nausea. ... 0:00:12



10R STORM VICTIMS GET TRAILER

A family in Tappahannock lost everything 

during last weeks tornado. Now, thanks to 

the generosity of a complete stranger, they'll 

have a place to call home. A local business 

owner contacted us, wanting to help. 

Stephanie Robusto got to work â€“ putting 

... 0:00:01

10R SUPER LICE

There's a new problem rearing its head in 

schools across the country -- and right here 

in Virginia.. Doctors are calling them Super 

Lice! These lice have become resistant to 

chemicals normally used to kill the bugs. The 

key... is getting rid of the eggs and that'... 0:00:27

10R DELAYS AND WHAT NOT

WE ALREADY HAVE ONE CLOSING FOR 

TOMORROW... THAT'S AMELIA COUNTY 

SCHOOLS... A LOT OF OTHERS ARE ON A 

TWO-HOUR DELAY.. INCLUDING 

PETETERSBURG, DINWIDDIE AND COLONIAL 

HEIGHTS. For college students... The 

Universit fo Richmond is opening at 10-30 

tomorrow.. V-C... 0:00:00

10F COSTCO ENTRY LEVEL JOBS

Retail giant Costco is raising its entry-level 

wage for the first time in 9 years. Entry level 

employees will now either be paid 13-dollars 

and 50-cents or 13 dollars an hour starting 

this month. That's up by at least 1-dollar per 

hour from the previous s... 0:00:29

10F ALZHEIMER'S DRUG

It could be a breakthrough in treating 

Alzheimer's disease... Researchers at 

Stanford University are testing a new drug 

that may not only help prevent the disease... 

it may reverse it, in people alreadsy suffering 

from dementia! Previous treatments have 

focused on ... 0:00:23



10F TEENS APP SAFETY

Teens and tweens love a variety when it 

comes to apps. They can express themselves 

... and rapidly develop a personal life, 

outside their parent's watch. Kelly Avellino is 

trying out some of the most widely used 

apps right now, that might be lesser known 

to par... 0:00:00

10F PBURG MIDDLE SCHOOL

We're learning more about a 

recommendation from the Petersburg's top 

education official to close Vernon Johns 

Junior High School. Interim Superintendent 

Linda Shifflette asked the school board this 

week to approve three new uses for the 

building -- which includes movin... 0:00:45

10F RICHMOND BUDGET

Richmond schools say they need money... 

but the mayor says there will probably have 

to be a tax hike for them to get it! That's a 

plan other city leaders say, residents do not 

support: they're telling me hell no you have 

to realize there have been 594 vacacn... 0:00:00

10F CAROLINE DRIVERS ED

parents are outraged tonight after getting 

this letter from Caroline High School's 

principal. In it, the principal says recent 

drivers' education students will have to 

retake the class because the teacher wasn't 

qualified to teach it. Susan Bahorich has 

more... 0:00:17

10F F150 BRAKES

If you drive a ford F-150, listen up! The 

government is investigating whether the 

brakes could fail, while you're driving! This 

involves F-150s with 3.5-liter engines, from 

2013 and 2014. The N-T-S-B says it's had 33 

complaints. Some drivers say the pedal can 

suddenly... 0:00:00



10F SAKEENA MARZUQ MISSING

Right now -- Richmond police need your help 

finding this missing girl, 14-year-old Sakeen 

(MAR- ZUCK) Marzuq. Her family says, she 

was last seen, at George Wythe High School. 

She was wearing blue jeans, and black 

hoodie and pink flip flops. Police do not ... 0:00:11

103M ELECTRIC CHAIR

It looks more likely that the electric chair will 

be Virginia's default option -- if lethal 

injection drugs aren't available. The state 

Senate passed a bill making it happen. The 

house already did so. So now the bill heads 

to the Governor's desk. The bill wou... 0:00:26

10M BON AIR ROBBERY

Tonight -- Chesterfield Police are 

investigating a violent robbery in Bon Air. 

Officers tell us two suspects beat the victim, 

took his money -- and then took off in a light 

colored car. The victim told police he knows 

the suspects. If you know anything... 0:00:41

10M FANTASY SPORTS REGULATION

Virginia has officially become the first state 

to regulate fantasy sports sites like 

DraftKings or FanDuel. The governor signed 

a new law today... that provides several 

consumer protections for fantasy sports 

players. Companies that operate online 

fantasy sports... 0:00:04

103M PLANNED PARENTHOOD

A battle is brewing at the state capitol, over 

funding for planned parenthood.. The senate 

passed a bill that defunds Planned 

Parenthood across the state...but a 

spokesman for Governor McAuliffe says he 

will veto the bill. The bill prohibits the 

Department of Heal... 0:00:43

10M COAL ASH PROTEST

17 students arrested -- after staging "this" 

protest at the Department of Environmental 

Quality in downtown Richmond. They were 

there, demanding answers about permits 

issued to Dominion Virginia Power..allowing 

the company to release treated wastewater 

from coal ... 0:00:01



10M STAFFORD FIREFIGHTERS

We begin tonight with two Stafford 

Firefighters, who are back on the job after 

being placed on leave... for what may have 

saved a little child's life. Now, the Fire Chief 

there is speaking out, saying the first 

responders performed an action, they had 

no authority... 0:00:16

10T RPS FUNDING CONCERNS

"The mayor's proposed budget was a huge 

blow for RPS. Now teachers and parents are 

speaking out, saying they've found other 

places in the budget where that money can 

be redirected to RPS." Fox Elementary 

School Teachers Jen Ramachandran and Keri 

Treadway say....

10T CODE RED ARMSTRONG

In Richmond -- Armstrong High School was 

briefly on Code Red this afternoon... but 

we're told there wasnt a fight, or any type of 

disturbance. Instead, school leaders say it 

was just a random search... Armstrong was 

put on "code red" to restrict movement 

inside the scho...

10T PETERSBURG POLICE CHIEF

Allegations of missing money from the 

evidence room... and officers suing, claiming 

they're not being paid properly for overtime! 

Tonight, Brent Solomon is taking those 

issues directly to the head of the Petersburg 

Police Department... Chief John Dixon:

10T MATOACA HIGH SCHOOL THREAT

To Chesterfield, now --- and the heightened 

police presence we've been telling you about 

at Matoaca High School. It's a direct 

response to a threat made last night... one, 

police say they are taking very seriously. 

Colleen Quigley has our story tonight from 

Chester...



10T BUS DRIVER CHARGED

A Henrico school bus driver accused of 

sexually assaulting a child! Stephanie 

Robusto has been digging into court records 

and checking with police to see if 

investigators consider him a threat to the 

kids he drove on the school bus.

10T RPS FUNDING CONCERNS

Richmond teachers and parents aren't 

backing down over the battle for more 

public school funding... Now, a group called 

"Support Richmond Public Schools" is calling 

on supporters to rally at upcoming city 

council meetings. The mayor recently 

proposed flat f...

10T DOMINION COAL ASH FOLLOW UP

Dominion Virgnia Power has reached an 

agreement with Prince William County... 

about releasing treated water from Coal Ash 

Ponds at its Possum Point Power station.. 

Under the agreement, Dominion will go 

beyond state and federal requirements in 

protecting aquatic life and hu...

10T EXXON ROBBERY

Richmond police release surveillance video 

from a gas station robbery, hoping you'll 

recognize the suspect.. Just before two this 

morning -- the man entered the Exxon 

convenience store on East Broad Street, near 

North 17th Street. Officers say he grabbed...

10W PANERA DELIVERY

If the medical field isn't your thing... how 

about this?? Panera bread is adding delivery 

service in April, and that means it needs 

drivers! It's looking to fill 150 full and part-

time positions. You can see what's available 

near you and apply, at "panera bread dot 

job... 0:00:28

10W HUMAN REMAINS FOUND

Human remains found in a Richmond 

neighborhood! Major Crimes detectives tell 

us the remains were found on Riverside 

Drive, near Westover Hills Boulevard. We do 

not know who the person was or how they 

died... it will be up to the medical examiner 

to determine that.Hu



10W MANCHESTER GUN

a teenager facing charges tonight... after a 

gun scare at Manchester Middle School.. but 

police say the 15 year old didn't just have 

the gun on school property... they say he 

waved it around in front of several people! 

This all happened after school hours, and we 

d...

10W STATE BUDGET

State lawmakers have worked out a budget 

agreement that won't raise your taxes or 

fees... and should mean a raise for state 

workers. It's a 100-billion dollar budget that 

does *not* include the medicaid expansion 

Governor McAuliffe wanted. But it *does* 

include a... 0:00:22

10W HENRICO SCHOOL IMPROVEMENTS

Some good news tonight out of Henrico -- 

the county's budget proposal includes more 

money for schools, and county employees! 

Ashley Monfort shows us how much, the pay 

raises, could be and which schools stand to 

benefit the most:

10W SURGERY CENTER

And starting with health care... one place 

that's hiring, is the Stony Point Surgery 

Center... They're looking for nurses or techs 

with at least two years of experience. It's 

because they're expanding and performing 

new procedures.. and it's not just Ston... 0:00:27

10W DOMINION AGREEMENT

It's a major agreement to keep toxic 

chemicals out of the James River. Dominion 

announced it will treat chemicals at a much 

higher standard, before releasing them into 

the James. Our own Mike Valerio uncovered 

hexavalent chromium, the chemical in "Erin 

Bro... 0:00:25



10R CIRCUS PROTEST

The Greatest Show on Earth is in town... But 

this big mechanical elephant was "not" part 

of the attraction.. It was actually part of a 

protest. . Richmond Friends of Animals was 

demonstrating outside the circus tonight... 

Although this is the last year e... 0:00:38

10R BYRD NAME

It's official: Byrd MIddle school is getting a 

new name. Late this afternoon, the school 

board heard the community loud and clear -- 

---and agreed the school should no longer be 

named after segrationist Harry Byrd. They 

voted to approve a name chang... 0:00:01

10R CONFED MONUMENTS

Governor McAuliffe has vetoed a bill that 

would stop cities and counties from moving 

civil war monuments. While the governor 

says he supports historic preservation, he 

vetoed House Bill 587 today because he says 

it overrides the authority of local 

governments to remove o... 0:00:01

10R SEN WARNER HEROIN BILL

Today the U-S Senate passed a bill that will 

help tackle heroin and prescription drug 

abuse and deaths -- a growing epidemic in 

Virginia. The Comprehensive Addiction and 

Recovery Act -- or CARA -- will provide 300 

million dollars over the course of five years 

in prev... 0:00:13

10R SEN WARNER HEROIN BILL

Last year, heroin and prescription drug 

overdoses led to the deaths of 728 

Virginians, surpassing the number killed in 

car crashes, according to Senator Mark 

Warner. 0:00:28

10R ENON ELEMENTARY LAND NEEDED

Developing now in Chesterfield - Moving day 

could be coming for some Enon residents!! 

Several families near Enon elementary 

school got a letter from the county talking 

about selling their homes -- all because 

those houses may be in the way of updating 

and expanding the... 0:01:02



10R GLASS IN SPINACH RECALL

Check your freezer! If you have meals from 

Lean Cuisine, Stouffers or Digiorno in there, 

listen up! Nestle --- the company that makes 

them -- says these boxes may have 

something not listed with the ingredients -- 

broken glass! It's gotten several reports fro... 0:00:00

10R RICHMOND SCHOOLS

It's a plea to pay up, or risk losing a 

generation of kids. That's the warning 

tonight from Richmond's Public Schools. 

Superintendent Dr. Dana Bedden said the 

system needs $18 million more from the 

city... All to keep up to six schools from 

closing. ... 0:00:00

10F HENRICO HOMICIDE PERSON OF 

INTEREST

Henrico police want you to take a close look 

at these photos -- they say "this" man is a 

person of interest -- in this week's homicide 

on Conway Street -- not far from Laburnum 

Avenue. He was seen walking into a business 

with 23 year old Jahshim Turnball - just 

before Turn... 0:00:34

10F COLONIAL HEIGHTS GUNFIRE

Police and neighbors look for answers after a 

Colonial Heights apartment is riddled with 

bullets. Police say they responded to reports 

of gunfire just after 1:30 this morning at 

Lakeview Village Apartments. More than a 

dozen shots were fired into two apartment... 0:00:46

103F SHAMROCK & BLARNEY TRAFFIC

The Irish Spirit will be flowing through River 

City tomorrow... 'Shamrock the Block' and 

the 'Blarney Bash' will bring thousands of 

people to the Boulevard and Shockoe 

Bottom. That means... a lot of crazy green 

outfits, rockin' bands... and a serious ... 0:00:13

10S HONEYWELL PLANT FIRE

Right now operations are suspended in one 

part of the Chesterfield Honeywell plant 

after a two-alarm fire. It happened just after 

nine last night on Bermuda Hundred Road. 

Crews from Chesterfield and Honeywell got 

everything under control in about an hour... 0:00:17



10Y PETERSBURG MEETING CANCELED

A meeting planned to give Petersburg 

residents the chance to sound off on 

problems in their community... has been 

cancelled! The Community Empowerment 

Forum was planned for tomorrow night. But, 

sources tell us organizers heard about a 

planned protest... and they di... 0:00:26

103T PRIMARY RECAP

and that sums up the headlines from 

tonight's primaries, across five states. on the 

g-o-p side, marco rubio is out, after losing his 

home state of florida to donald trump. 

Trump is also celebrating victories in illinois, 

and north carolina... and he leads in 

missouri. Joh... 0:00:00

10T PBURG LOW INCOME HOUSING

Now to a controversy brewing in Petersburg 

tonight... over a deal to sell land to an out of 

state developer... That land would be used 

to build affordable housing..a nd many fear 

that will just lead to more problems for the 

city. Brent Solomon sat down w... 0:00:01

103R TORNADO PREPAREDNESS DAY

Tomorrow is "Tornado Preparedness Day" 

across Virginia -- and it comes on the heels 

of last month's deadly and destructive 

tornadoes. Seven twisters hit the state on 

February 24-th. That outbreak highlights, the 

need for you, and your family to have a plan 

... 0:00:30

10T LIKE FARMING

Every day there are posts all over Facebook, 

just begging you to click "like".. Especially 

ones that tug at your heartstrings, or inspire 

you to take action... But before you click that 

"like" button again, pay attention to this! 

Some of those posts come from scamme... 0:00:01



10T ADP JOBS

A lot of jobs are on their way to Virginia! 

Governor McAuliffe annoucned today that 

"Automatic Data Processing" is moving its 

headquarters to Norfolk.. It's a 32-million 

dollar deal that should being about 18-

hundred jobs to the Norfolk area. 0:00:32

10T BOTETOURT JOBS

AND ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE STATE, A 

COMPANY BASED IN ITALY IS BUILDING A 

PRODUCTION PLANT... THAT SHOULD 

CREATE ABOTU 350 NEW JOBS. ELDOR 

CORPORATION IS INVESTING ABOUT 75-

MILLION DOLLARS IN ITS VIRGINIA FACILITY. 

ELDOR MAKES IGNITION SYSTEMS FOR 

HYBRID AND ELECTRIC V... 0:00:00

10T BIKE LANES

More bike lanes are being proposed for 

Downtown Richmond. It's good news for 

bikers of course. But what will it mean more 

headaches for drivers? Tonight-- We're 

getting a better idea of what those bike 

lanes will look like and where they will go. 

Ashley Monfort... 0:00:00

10T FALLING CREEK CRIME

Two shootings--just days apart --have police 

stepping up patrols at falling creek 

apartments! We told you about the latest 

just last night... investigators say a woman 

was shot in the arm after a man tried forcing 

his way into her car! Susan Bahorich looks 

into these t... 0:00:01

10T SMITHSONIAN

an attempted abduction of a child at a 

museum in D.C. sounds eerily similar to a 

case here at the science museum of virginia. 

Take a look at surveillance video from the Air 

and Space museum... It shows two people 

who are accused of trying to abduct a child. 

Thi... 0:00:00



10T SMOKING IN CARS

Smoking cigarettes in cars, in the presence 

of a young child may soon be illegal in the 

Commonwealth. The bill awaiting the 

governor's signature would make it illegal to 

smoke in car with children under age eight. 

Violators could be hit with a 100 dollar fin... 0:00:00

10T HOPEWELL BOATHOUSE

Good news for Hopewell. Today "the 

boathouse" announced plans to open it's 

fourth location on the James and 

Appomattox rivers, as part of a six million 

dollar river-front redevelopment plan. The 6-

thousand square foot "boathouse at city 

point" is set to... 0:00:00

10T SUPER TUESDAY 3

And then there were three! The g-o-p field 

shrinks by one, after Marco Rubio's big loss 

in Florida... but it's a different story for John 

Kasich... and on the democrat side, Hillary 

Clinton is celebrating.. Caroline Shively has 

the latest tonight... as they cou... 0:00:00

10W MAYOR GRAND JURY 0:00:00

10W CFIELD SHOOTINGS

Take a look at the damage from an overnight 

shooting in Chesterfield. Police say this is 

one of two neighborhood shootings they're 

investigating right now, and they believe the 

crimes are connected. But, one victim's 

family member tells Susan Bahorich, he 

believes a... 0:00:19

10W HOPEWELL ROBBERY

U-S Marshals get involved and nab the man 

suspected of robbing a Hopewell 7-11 at 

gunpoint. Acting on tips from the community-

- agents arrested 32-year-old Chad Wright 

this morning. Hopewell police say he pulled 

out a gun and robbed a 7-11 on West 

Broadway Street last we... 0:00:18



10W WALMART SHOOTING

Richmond's police chief says they've made 

an arrest in the shooting outside a Southside 

Walmart. The victim is still fighting for his life 

tonight. Brent Solomon picks up our 

coverage from here. 0:00:00

10W PRIEST INVESTIGATION

Investigators say there is a Virginia 

connection to a Catholic Church child abuse 

scandal unfolding in Pennsylvania. An 

indictment shows --Several Franciscan friars-- 

accused of being child predators, worked in 

the Commonwealth. Ashley Monfort has 

been pouring o... 0:00:17

10R PATEL MURDER CASE LATEST

The Commonwealth's Attorney told me 

today, that 14-year-old will now face charges 

as an adult. This morning, the alleged 

shooter Trayvon Wilhite had an initial 

appearance before a judge. According to 

testimony from the lead investigator, this 

was a robbery gone wron... 0:01:06

10R HOUSING FAMILIES FIRST

"A single mother of five tells me she was 

rescued by the Housing Families First shelter. 

She tells me that all other shelters in the 

area were full. And Housing Families First 

was the only one able to open its doors and 

offer a bed to her and her children." "We 

were ble... 0:01:56

10R CFIELD FRAUD ALERT

We have a fraud alert tonight from 

Chesterfield Police.... they want to remind 

everyone, from business owners and 

shoppers, to check your money. This is a 

fake 100 dollar bill. It's been circulating 

through a few Chesterfield businesses. Police 

say you sho... 0:00:24



10R PATEL MURDER CASE LATEST

Nearly two months after the death of a 

Chesterfield convenience store owner -- 

we're learning more about the night he died. 

Harshad Patel was killed after being shot at 

his store on Wamsley Boulevard in January. 

Three-teens- including a 14-year-old, have 

been ar... 0:00:25

10R TD JAKES INTERVIEW

kiss It's a movie with big moments- and big, 

familiar faces. But those behind the project 

hope, when you go see "Miracles from 

Heaven"- you'll feel the big impact of this 

story, too. :09 It's a good life Christy Beam- 

It's a good life Kim Beam. " Bishop TD Jakes 

wor... 0:00:00

10R BUMBLEBEE TUNA RECALL

Check your cabintes -- Bumble Bee Foods is 

recalling more than 31 thousand cases of 

canned tuna for possible contamination. The 

company says it made changes to their 

sterilization process that could result in a 

contaminated product. Check five ounce 

cans of c... 0:00:32

10R TD JAKES INTERVIEW

A new movie out in theaters is getting a lot 

of buzz. Have you seen "Miracles from 

Heaven"? It stars Jennifer Garner and Kylie 

Rodgers... And tonight, we're talking to one 

of the famous producers behind the project. 

Sarah Bloom's got the one-on-one w... 0:01:37

10R AUTO BRAKING

Pretty soon, a car that hits the brakes *for 

you* when you're too close to something... 

won't be a luxury -- it will be standard! 

Nearly all of the big automakers are pledging 

to make automatic emergency braking a 

standard feature on their vehicles within six 

years. ... 0:00:23

10M SCARY 295 SHOOTING

New surveillance video shows the moments 

after a family is shot at while driving down 

the interstate in Eastern Henrico. Luckily--

nobody was injured, but the shooter remains 

on the run. Ashley Monfort shows us exactly 

where this happened: 0:00:03



10M KINDLE WARNING

We have a consumer alert tonight for Kindle 

users ... especially those with older models. 

Amazon is warning everyone, with a pre-

2013 Kindle, that it needs to be updated, by 

tomorrow. If you don't update your Kindle -- 

you will lose the connection, and that means 

y... 0:00:26

10M NEW APPLE STUFF

A major hearing, bout Apple's refusal to give 

the F.B.I. software to unlock a terror 

suspect's i-phone... is canceled!! That's 

because another group came forward today, 

and said -- it has a way of unlocking the 

phone, that would make apple's, assitance, 

unnecessary. ... 0:00:44

10M HOME INVASION

A chesterfield man is recovering from a 

brutal attack during an early morning home 

invasion. it happened at the south point 

landing apartments on cricklewood road 

overnight-- near the Army Reserve Center. 

Police tell Colleen Quigley this attack comes 

on the heels... 0:00:12

10T TUNA RECALL WIDENS

a tuna recall we first told you about last 

week is expanding... to include Chicken of 

the Sea brand canned tuna. The initial recall 

was for Bumble Bee brand canned tuna. 

Changes made to the sterilization process 

could result in possible contamination. Tri-

Uni... 0:00:27

10T NEW CFIELD SUPERINTENDENT

Chesterfield County's incoming 

superintendent is a familiar face for many. 

That's because he's coming from Goochland. 

Doctor James Lane will take over July First. 

He's been Goochland's school 

superintendent for nearly four years. Lane 

will replace Doctor Ma... 0:00:18



10T GUN SHOP ROBBERY

A major crime alert right now... police- even 

the feds- are looking for a link after a string 

of break ins at several gun shops. they 

happened overnight in Chesterfield, Hanover 

and eastern Henrico. Ashley Monfort is at 

the Chesterfield store that was hit. 0:00:13

10T LEE STATUE

There's a new debate tonight over another 

confederate monument... this one a statue 

honoring General Robert E. Lee in 

Charlottesville... High School student -- 

Zyahna Bryant, started the petition to have 

the statue removed from a local park -- and 

now City Co... 0:01:05

10T INTERIM CITY MANAGER

in Petersburg -- City Council has approved -- 

Dironna Belton, as the interim City Manager 

and Mark Flynn as the interim City Attorney. 

Earlier this month -- council members voted, 

unanimously, to terminate William Johnson 

as city manager. Former CIty Attorney 

Brian... 0:00:23

10R TOYOTA BRAKING

Toyota says it will offer -- automatic 

emergency braking, by next year. The 

automaker says it'll make the feature 

standard on 25 of its 30 Toyota, and Lexus 

models, sold in the U-S by the end of 2017. 

The vehicles will also come with two other 

standard, safety featur... 0:00:23

10T RIC SECURITY

The nation's top terror experts say there are 

no signs of an imminent terror attack here in 

the u-s, still security is beefed up at a 

number of airports across the country. 

FROM LOS ANGELES TO NEW YORK, 

ADDITIONAL POLICE OFFICERS HAVE BEEN 

DISPATCHED -- TO SOME OF T... 0:01:15



10T OFFICER INVOLVED SHOOTING

Now to Fredericksburg... where a police 

officer shot a man after a traffic stop... and 

we have just learned that man, has died! 

Troopers are now telling us that an officer 

with Fredericksburg Police stopped a driver 

who was wanted on an outstanding warrant. 

During... 0:00:47

10W SCIENCE MUSEUM ARREST

Police make an arrest following the sexual 

assault of a child at the Science Museum. 

Twenty-five year old Evan Bernard Black was 

taken into custody this morning-- more than 

a month after the alleged attack. Brent 

Solomon shows us how he was caught: 0:00:09

10W HENRICO BRUSH FIRE

Happening now... did you see smoke and fire 

coming from Belle Isle on your ride home 

tonight??? Many of you did, and called us to 

find out what was going on.. Turns out, it 

was a brush fire! Firefigthers say it isn't 

putting anyone at risk, so they plan to just 

let it ... 0:00:23

10W HENRICO POT TEACHER

A former Henrico teacher in trouble 

tonight... accused of letting students smoke 

pot! 23 year old, Dominic (Lew- zee) Leuzzi 

.... is charged with three counts of 

contributing to the deliquency of a minor. 

According to the police report, it happened 

at henrico's .... 0:00:27

10W VERNON JOHNS VOTE

First on fox tonight... the petersburg school 

board voted to close vernon johns junior 

high school. Interim Superintendent Linda 

Shifflette -- says closing the school could 

save the system 40-thosuand dollars a year. 

Since the plan was approved -- eighth grad... 0:00:24



10W OFFICER INVOLVED SHOOTING

New details tonight after a police-involved 

shooting in Fredericksburg. Investigators 

releasing the names of both -- the officer 

involved and the man he shot as a traffic 

stop. Investigators say, Officer Christopher 

Brossmer -- shot 33-year-old Travis Blair 

foll... 0:00:43

10W HENRICO SHOOTING ARREST

New developments tonight in a Henrico 

County shooting investigation, including two 

arrests. Christopher Able and Taijhan Payne, 

face charges for the shooting, near Henrico 

High School. Officers found the victim -- on 

Obrien Road Tuesday morning....he was 

taken to t... 0:00:17

10W HENRICO ROBBERY

Henrico police say they've arrested, a 

suspect wanted for robbing a store just 

blocks from richmond international raceway. 

We showed you this surveillance video last 

night as police were searching for this 

woman. Now identified as 25-year-old, Cara 

Lynn Heathe, of Louisa... 0:00:32

10W GOLF TOURNEY PROTEST

An interesting sight today at D-E-Q in 

Richmond -- activists staged a "golf 

tournament" protest. Today's demonstration 

was in response to news, that Dominion 

recently paid, to send D-E-Q Director David 

Paylor .... to the Master's Tournament, a trip 

valued at ... 0:01:03

10W GOLF TOURNEY PROTEST

Dominion responded to criticism about the 

trip -- telling W-M-A-U that the trip isn't 

relevant because new ethics laws passed in 

Virginia would prohibit similar gifts in the 

future. 0:00:00

10R MANCHESTER DEVELOPMENT

Within the next year, South Richmond is 

getting another addition, to one of its 

evolving neighborhoods. You are looking at 

City View lofts, just a few blocks over, from 

Hull and 7th Street in Manchester. Brand 

new apartments all ready for rent. The ... 0:00:00



10R FACEBOOK FRAUD

A woman is scammed out of hundreds of 

dollars on facebook! She's sharing her story 

with us... in hopes you of keeping you safe. 

We all get friend requests from people we 

don't know on social media... but there is a 

warning going out to be careful who you 

accept...especi... 0:00:39

10R PATROL CAR SHOT

And now to a police car --- peppered with 

bullets! And the department, now concerned 

about officers' safety. Take a look: This 

cruiser belongs to the Caroline County 

Sheriff's Office. Someone targeted the patrol 

car as it was parked-- and now, deputies 

want...

10R VERNON JOHNS CLOSING

In just a few months, the concept of a Junior 

High School will no longer exist in 

Petersburg. The school board voted to close 

Vernon Johns last night. And that's raising 

questions -- about where school 

administrators are going next year and 

whether job cuts are on the... 0:00:02

10R ILLEGAL DUMPING

A Richmond minister is calling attention to a 

big problem. Trash and tires are being tossed 

out illegallyâ€¦ He says part of his property 

has been turned into a dumping ground. And 

there are plenty of other victims too. 

Stephanie Robusto is off Hull Street, with a 

cl... 0:02:04

10F BRANDERMILL BEAR

It's that time of year when black bears and 

their cubs emerge from their winter dens. a 

Chesterfield woman posted on facebook 

that she saw a momma bear and a cub in 

Brandermill. We called The Department of 

Game and Inland Fisheries today. they 

recommend you p...



10F N 29TH HOMICIDE

Who fired the fatal shot? That's the question 

police would like answer for-- after a woman 

was killed by a stray bullet. Friends telling us 

49-year-old Kimberly Williams was watching 

T-V when she was killed. It all unfolded at 

29th and Y streets in the east end las... 0:00:13

10F MOSBY SHOOTING

New details tonight in that other deadly 

shooting in Richmond. Police are now 

identifying the victim of a shooting in Mosby 

Court as 35-year-old Eric Antonio Banks. The 

shooting happened around 5-30 Thursday 

evening. Police found banks lying on the 

ground. He was pro... 0:00:17

10S PETERSBURG FATAL HIT AND RUN

In Peterburg, police there also need your 

help to find a killer - specifically, the person 

who killed this man. Officers say a driver 

struck and killed 55-year-old Ross Epps 

Junior around 10 Thursday night. The 

suspect was driving a Chevy Astro van 

missing its ant... 0:00:24

10M SCHOOL BUDGET BALANCE

it was a brief meeting at city hall here this 

morning in which RPS and council members 

came together to lay the ground work to 

come up with a long term plan to fund 

richmond public schools. Both sides said the 

meeting to explore funding options was long 

overdue.. but may...

10M VA 529 DEADLINE

If you want to lock in today's college prices 

for your children... the clock is ticking! You 

have until Thursday before the program 

closes to new enrollments for Virginia 5-2-9. 

You can contribute up to 4-thousand dollars 

to the tax-advantaged college savings plan... 0:00:01



10M TRADER JOES RECALL

Trader Joe's is recalling Chocolate Orange 

Sticks and Chocolate Raspberry Sticks... 

because they could be a problem for people 

with dairy allergies. The grocery chain says 

they have a lot more than the "traces of 

milk" listed on the label. So far, two people 

have reporte... 0:00:20

10M DOUBLE HOMICIDE

In Henrico -- we've learned a man accused of 

fatally shooting his own parents on Easter 

was getting mental health services. That's 

according to court documents on 22 year old 

William Brissette. He's now charged with 

two counts of second degree murder. As... 0:00:17

10M RICHMOND HOMICIDES

Richmond is now up to 17 homicides this 

year.. The latest victim -- a woman found 

just after two this morning, on Larchmond 

Lane. But police say that is *not* where the 

victim was shot. Colleen Quigley tells us 

where they believe this crime actually 

happened: 0:00:13

10M LOUISA AFTERSHOCK

If you thought you felt somethign rattle you 

away early yesterday morning, you weren't 

imagining things! the U-S-G-S confirming yet 

another aftershock --- just south of Louisa 

County. This latest one, happening on Easter 

Sunday, at about 4:00 a.m. ... 0:00:01

10M COLONIAL HEIGHTS

Right now, colonial heights police are trying 

to find two men in an old pick-up truck who 

apparently asked two juveniles for help with 

their vehicle!! No word why police want to 

find the men-- they're only calling it 

suspicious. The incident happened shortly 

after two th... 0:00:29



10M COUNCIL MTG TONIGHT

plans for funding your student's education 

are on hold, it involves taking money from 

real estate sales of former school buildings 

and giving that money to Richmond public 

schools city council was set to vote on that 

plan tonight â€“ which would put that 

money in ... 0:00:18

10T DEADLY RIVER RESCUE

A deadly day on the James River in 

Richmond... a water rescue ends with a 

woman dead and her boyfriend, recovering. 

That tragic scene all unfolded before noon 

near the Manchester Bridge. Brent Solomon 

has what "you" need to know to stay safe. 0:00:10

10T PLANNED PARENTHOOD

both sides are speaking out after Governor 

Terry McAuliffe vetoes a bill that would have 

restricted funding to local Planned 

Parenthood offices. Ashley Monfort tells us 

what exactly the bill would have done-- and 

why the governor struck it down: 0:00:11

10W HOMELESS SHELTER UPDATE

A homeless shelter in Henrico -- on the verge 

of closing -- will be able to stay open, after 

raising tens of thosuands of dollars! We told 

you earlier about the plight of "Housing 

Families First".. When it looked like it was 

about to close, a lot of people -- m... 0:01:22

10W GROUP ROBS MAN

A crime alert from Richmond's Carver 

neighborhood... Police are looking for *five* 

people... who they say robbed a man, not far 

from the v-c-u campus! Susan Bahorich 

shows us exactly where this happened and 

speaks with neighbors in this crime alert: 0:00:52

10W CH NEW PICS

New infomration tonight, about a suspicious 

truck, seen near Tussing Elementary School 

in Colonial Heights.. Police say this red truck, 

with two men inside, approached two 

juveniles -- the men inside asked for help, 

and told the juveniles to get in. The boys ra... 0:00:36



10W MORRISSEY TOMORROW

Former delegate Joe Morrissey plans to 

make a big announcement tomorrow... He's 

set to formally announce he's running to be 

the next richmond mayor tomorrow. 

morrissey will be making his formal 

announcement tomorrow at 5-30, at the 

satellite lounge restauran... 0:00:04

10W HENRICO BRUSH FIRE

A brush fire in eastern Henrico kept 

emergency crews busy this afternoon. The 

weather certainly played a part---Firefighters 

say there is an increased fire danger because 

of high winds. The flames were confined to a 

wooded area behind a home. No word yet 

on w... 0:00:01

10W MISSING GUY

Tonight, the search for a missing henrico 

man intensifies. It's been nearly two weeks 

since anyone has seen 37 year old Edward 

"Rob" Havey. He left his office around 

lunchtime on Saint Patrick's Day. There's 

been no trace of him since. Today his family 

say the search... 0:00:14

10R MORE TRUMP FALLOUT

JUST WHEN YOU THOUGHT IT COULD NOT 

GET MORE INTENSE ... REPUBLICAN 

PRESIDENTIAL HOPEFULS ARE STEPPING UP 

THEIR ATTACKS AGAINST EACH OTHER ... ALL 

THREE REMAINING CANDIDATES NOW 

BACKING OFF A PLEDGE TO SUPPORT THE 

EVENTUAL NOMINEE.... BILL CLINTON 

GETTIN...

10R MAILBOX VANDALISM

Henrico police are looking for a vandal or 

vandals targeting mailboxes in several 

neighborhoods! All of this happened 

between 8:30 and 9 last night in western 

henrico -- not too far from Innsbrook. That's 

when police say seventeen mailboxes were 

vandalized on Sadle... 0:00:30



10R FIGHTIN JOE MORRISSEY

In Richmond tonight, former state delegate 

Joe Morrissey announced he's running for 

mayor. His office almost canceled tonight's 

announcement because of the deadly 

shooting at the greyhound bus station, but a 

note from his office said he was encouraged 

to go forw... 0:00:15

10R BRITNI ON TROOPER

We're learning more about state trooper 

Chad Dermyer who was shot and killed 

today. Britni McDonald joins us live from 

VCU medical center where he was taken 

earlier today, Britni? 0:00:03

10R MIKE ON SHOOTING

Tonight...Chad DerMeyer leaves behind a 

wife, and two children. The suspect in this 

shooting... is also dead... Mike Valerio was 

the first reporter on the scene, when the 

gunfire erupted.. He begins out team 

coverage tonight: 0:00:22

10P HEADLINES

The worst is confirmed tonight... a virginia 

state trooper, shot at Richmond's greyhound 

bus station... has died. 0:00:00

10R LOUISA DEATH

Investigators are still looking for answers in 

the home invasion and shooting death of a 

Louisa man. The sheriff's office says 43-year-

old Kevin Robinson was found in his Oakland 

Road home last night just before 7o'clock. 

Susan Bahorich has been looking into this 

ca... 0:00:00

10F INVESTIGATION LATEST

Now to the latest information on this 

case....Today, state police gave us more 

details, on what led up to the deadly 

encounter between Trooper Dermyer and 

James Brown the third. Today's press 

converence got pretty emotional at times. 

Chris Thomas was there... 0:00:14



10F SUSPECT JAMES BROWN

We're also uncovering more about the 

violent criminal past of James Brown the 

third, the man police say shot and killed 

trooper Dermyer in the Greyhound Station. 

Our Colleen Quigley digs into Brown's 

lengthy rap sheet. 0:00:13

10F TROOPER FAMILIES AND VESTS

We are getting more insight into the training 

exercise that turned deadly. Ashley Monfort 

spoke with a former Virginia State Police 

superintendent about the work that was 

being done at the bus station: 0:00:11

10F VIGIL SETUP

And a vigil for Trooper Dermyer just 

wrapped up at the Siegel Center... We heard 

bagpipers from the Richmond Police 

Department salute the fallen trooper with 

"Amazing Grace," about 200 people were 

there tonight.. They included leaders of cr... 0:00:36

63PW MUN CHEESE CONTROVERSY

The folks here at Mun Cheese restaurant 

want to get one thing straight...dis is not 

Burger King...just one of 9 store policies 

being shared on facebook, reaching more 

than 200,000 people in just a matter of 

hours. "When I saw that. When my son 

brought it to my attentio... 0:00:01

63PW BLACK LIVES MATTER FLAG

(Walter Clark, flag was stolen) "until the 

black lives matter too, all lives don't matter, 

and we need to lift them up, not to put them 

above, but to make them equal" This was 

the message Walter Clark and Wendy Ziegler-

Clark wanted to send loud and clear when 

they decide... 0:00:01

925 EASTER ON PARADE

The parade of pets and people closed four 

blocks of Monument and was presented by 

Venture Richmond. 0:00:21



925 EASTER ON PARADE

And even if there was a steady drizzle...the 

weather couldn't rain on this parade! we're 

talking about easter on parade! Four hours 

of frolicking up and down Monument 

Avenue, closed to traffic so 25-thousand 

people could stroll along in their Easter best. 

... 0:00:27

7AM EASTER ON PARADE

The parade of pets and people closed four 

blocks of Monument and was presented by 

Venture Richmond. 0:00:19

7AM EASTER ON PARADE

And even if there was a steady drizzle...the 

weather couldn't rain on this parade! we're 

talking about easter on parade! Four hours 

of frolicking up and down Monument 

Avenue, closed to traffic so 25-thousand 

people could stroll along in their Easter best. 

... 0:00:21

7AM DINWIDDIE PARTY SHOOTING

: "This is where the call came from â€“ an 

immediate need for help from witnesses 

who saw the shooting" Around one thirty 

Sunday morning â€“ the 911 call came 

through, warning emergency responders of 

shots being fired off. deputies rushed to the 

hungry bear storeâ€¦.what they f... 0:01:32

7AM SMALL PLANE CRASH

This morning, we have confirmation that 

four people...TWO OF THEM, 

CHILDREN...survive a Virginia plane crash. 

This is scene in Cascade... that's in 

Pittsylvania County...around 4-30 Sunday 

afternoon. Only the pilot is sent to the E-R 

with minor injuries. T... 0:00:00

7AW ROBBERY OUTSIDE FOOD LION

chesterfield police say two robbery suspects 

are under arrest...and the community p 

layed an "integral part" in catching the 

crooks. This began as an online transaction... 

with the parties meeting around 12-30, at 

the Food Lion off Jefferson Davis Highway. 

The... 0:00:15



7AW DULLES AIRPORT SCARE

right now....the main temrinal at dulles 

airport is back open, after a security scare 

involving an unattended bag in the lower-

level baggage claim area. The discovery 

comes just hours after a suspicious package 

caused disruptions at the U-S Capitol on 

tuesday. D... 0:00:17

7AW MANASSAS DEADLY COLLAPSE

now to northern virginia...where crews are 

investigating a deadly collapse inside a food 

warehouse. this morning, we know one man 

is dead... and at least two other people have 

critical, life-threatening injuries. this 

happened at the Reinhart Foodservice facil... 0:00:24

7AW MUN CHEESE CONTROVERSY

The folks here at Mun Cheese restaurant 

want to get one thing straight...dis is not 

Burger King...just one of 9 store policies 

being shared on facebook, reaching more 

than 200,000 people in just a matter of 

hours. "When I saw that. When my son 

brought it to my attentio... 0:01:39

7AW BLACK LIVES MATTER FLAG

(Walter Clark, flag was stolen) "until the 

black lives matter too, all lives don't matter, 

and we need to lift them up, not to put them 

above, but to make them equal" This was 

the message Walter Clark and Wendy Ziegler-

Clark wanted to send loud and clear when 

they decide... 0:01:48

7AR HENRICO MISSING MAN

(Teresa Havey, mother) "it's been almost 2 

weeks now and we'd like to know that he's 

ok and bring him home" Nearly two weeks 

since Teresa Havey last spoke to her son or 

had any idea where he was. (Teresa Havey, 

mother) "its the unknown that's so hard it's 

tearin... 0:01:45



7AR STATE TROOPER RECALL

Danger on the roads? General Motors 

recalling more than 6000 police cars across 

the country because the electric power-

assisted steering can fail. "That puts citizens 

at risk...not just the officers...so it's a 

dangerous situation." GM says the recall 

covers the Che... 0:01:20

7AM FATHER STABBED TO DEATH

Police say the young man gave investigators 

a detailed account of what happened. But, 

detectives found a number of 

inconsistencies in his statements... not to 

mention other evidence, which led them to 

believe his story was not true. 0:00:16

7AM FATHER STABBED TO DEATH

In northern virginia...Neighbors are horrified 

to find a young man with injuries...the 

apparent victim of an attack involving his 

father. But, as Arlington Police get to the 

scene, they also find his father is hurt as 

well. In fact, 46-year-old Dennis Ad... 0:00:02

7AM LEESBURG MOTHER KILLED

A heartbreaking crime out of northern 

Virginia... where a 15-year-old calls 9-1-1, to 

report her own mother has been shot 

multiple times. 34-year-old Christina Fisher 

later died at the hospital Investigators in 

Leesburg say Fisher's ex-boyfriend... and ... 0:00:37

7AM LEESBURG MOTHER KILLED

Neighbors who knew Fisher say she moved 

to this neighborhood to escape a troubled 

past filled with domestic violence...Which is 

why many say it's even harder to except the 

way she died. 0:00:00

10T NEW HENRICO POLICE CHIEF

Henrico County has a new chief of police. 

County officials appointed a major who has 

been on the force for nearly 30 years -- He 

also knows Henrico county pretty well... he 

grew up there! Colleen Quigley introduces us 

to the new chief: 0:00:00



10T PBURG COUNCIL MAYOR

THAT BREAKING NEWS COMES FROM 

PETERSBURG... WHERE CITY COUNCIL 

MAKES A MOVE TOWARD REMOVING 

MAYOR HOWARD MYERS! COUNCIL 

MEMBER TRESKA WILSON-SMITH MADE THE 

MOTION, WHICH WAS MET WITH APPLAUSE 

BY CITIZENS AT THE MEETING. MAYOR 

MYERS ISN'T AT TONIGHT'S MEETING. C... 0:00:35

10T FIRST PRIMARY RESULTS

THEY'RE STILL COUNTING THE VOTES IN 

WISCONSIN... BUT IT LOOKS LIKE WE KNOW 

WHO THE BIG WINNERS ARE, IN THE 

WISCONSIN PRIMARY... ON THE G-O-P SIDE... 

A BIG WIN FOR SENATOR TEX CRUZ... AND A 

BIG *LOSS* FOR DONALD TRUMP. RIGHT 

NOW, CRUZ HAS 51 PERCENT OF THE VOTE -- 

...

10T DERMYER FUNERAL

Broken hearts laid bare, as thousands say 

their final goodbyes to fallen Virginia State 

Trooper, Chad Dermyer. He was so much 

more than a police officer killed in the line of 

duty. Today he was remembered as a 

"humble leader," and a "dedicated police 

officer," ... 0:00:37

10T RICHMOND SCHOOLS

Tough decisions are looming, right now, for 

Richmond Public Schools. We told you 

yesterday how board members are 

considering closing eight schools... to save 

money. Here's a look at the schools on the 

potential chopping block... They would be 

combined...

10W LONGWOOD TUITION

Another area University announces, it's 

raising tuition! Longwood plans to increase 

tuition and mandatory fees. According to the 

Times Dispatch -- the Board of Visitors set 

rates to rise by 2.77 percent. This will go into 

effect the next academic year. ...



10W MAYOR FORUM

The current mayor wants voters to decide in 

November if taxes should be raised to help 

the city's schools. Other notable candidates 

so far include Joe Morrissey, Jack Berry, 

formerly of Venture Richmond, and current 

City Council President Michelle Mosby.

10W MAYOR FORUM

not one, but a historic **12 candidates** for 

Richmond's next mayor took the stage in 

front of hundreds of people tonight! They 

were all grilled by former Governor and 

Mayor Doug Wilder about how they would 

change the city. The candidates focused first 

and foremo...

10W SEVEN PINES LOCKDOWN

We begin in Henrico... two meth labs busted 

within moments of each other... and one of 

them near a school! Seven Pines Elementary 

school was on lockdown while this scene 

played out. . Stephanie Robusto has more, 

from Huntsman Road, in Eastern Henrico:

10W RELISHA RUDD

Right now-- DC Police are conducting a new 

search for (Rah-LiSHA) Relisha Rudd, a little 

girl who went missing, more than two-years 

ago. the police chief announced -- crews 

would be focusing their attention over the 

next two days on the National Arboretum. 

susan b...

10W PBURG MAYOR

Now to the latest on Petersburg's mayor.. 

Right now, an attorney is reviewing city 

council's suggestion to explore stripping 

Mayor Howard Myers of his title. Brent 

Solomon tonight explains how that process 

would work and why one council member 

made the re... 0:00:00



10R FIREWORKS ON JAMES

R-V-A Fireworks on the James won't be 

happening this July Fourth after two major 

sponsors pull out! Venture Richmond says 

Dominion and West Rock decided not to 

sponsor the fireworks display for 

Independence Day this year. Dominion said 

there are already other big firewor... 0:00:01

10R WAVERLY HELP

Just two days ago, FEMA denied federal aid 

to Waverly tornado victims. While Governor 

McAuliffe is appealing the decision -- one 

corporation plans to deliver supplies and 

food to struggling residents this weekend. 

These are employees work for an 

international comp...

10R HENRICO SPEEDING

Tired of speeders on their street-- some 

eastern Henrico neighborhoods are now 

taking action. It's happening on Jackson 

Avenue in Sandston. They hope by talking 

with Henrico reporter Ashley Monfort, it will 

get the attention of county leaders. 0:00:01

10R ZOMBIE MIKE

Right now -- the search for an alleged rapist 

from New York, moves to the 

Commonwealth. Michael Hawkins is accused 

of raping a woman in a wheelchair in 

Upstate New York. But those aren't the only 

sex crimes he's accused of. Stephanie 

Robusto is digging ... 0:00:14

10R MONUMENT AVE 10K REMINDER

We are counting down -- to the ukrops 

monument avenue 10-k. it's this Saturday, 

but "no parking" signs -- and some street 

closures start tomorrow afternoon! First... 

Starting at 1 p-m. there's no parking on 

Franklin Street, from Shafer to Belvidere... 

that part of ... 0:00:00



10F 10K TOMORROW

In just a few hours, tens of thousands of 

runners will hit the streets of Richmond for 

the Monument Avenue 10-k... if you're one 

of them, be ready to brave the cold.. Jim has 

More on that in a moment.. but first, Marc 

Davis is in Richmond with more on 

tomorrow's big rac... 0:00:15

10F PBURG WATER BILLS

New details now into a months-long water 

drama in Petersburg. city crews are now 

visiting every water customer's property to 

get a better idea why those water bills just 

weren't adding up - and to hopefully fix the 

problems for good. Brent Solomon is getting 

answers ... 0:00:17

10M SCHOOL MTG 0:00:37

10M SOUTHERN SEASON CLOSING

gourmet supermarket "southern season" is 

closing its doors. It's certainly a setback for 

Libbie Mill-- the big development that sits 

between staples mill road and libbie avenue 

in henrico. Southern Season said the store 

was too expensive and too large to continue 

... 0:00:19

10M FAS MART ROBBERY

New video shows a man robbing a south 

Richmond Fas Mart at gunpoint. Now police 

are hoping you can help them nab the 

robber.. This happened at the store on 

Semmes Avenue around 10:30 last night. 

Officers say the suspect approached the 

clerk, took out a gu... 0:00:00

10M PBURG SUPERINTENDENT

Petersburg finally picking a new school 

superintendent. A formal announcement is 

set for Wednesday afternoon at JEB Stuart 

Middle School. 54 people applied from 19 

states. Linda Shifflette has been serving as 

acting superintendent following the 

resignation of Joseph Me... 0:00:21



10M STUDENT WALKOUT

Earlier-- dozens of students from open high 

school staged a walkout-- marching all the 

way to city hall-- with similar demands-- 

more money for schools. Colleen Quigley 

talked to some of those students about - 

why they feel compelled to act: 0:00:16

10M PBURG MEETING

Petersburg mayor Howard Myers will 

continue as mayor despite council efforts to 

remove him. A special city council meeting 

was held tonight after council member 

treska wilson-smith made a motion to 

remove mayor myers at last week's meeting -

- a motion met with ap... 0:00:21

10M CAT TAIL CUT OFF

A Henrico man is facing animal cruelty 

charges -- for a brutal crime against a cat. 19-

year-old Raekwon Alexander is accused of 

attacking the cat. Police were called to the 

Fairfield Veterinary Clinic for a cat that had 

it's tail cut off. Officers linke... 0:00:58

10M RIVERMILL HOMES

A huge housing development project near 

Virginia Center Commons is closer to 

becoming a reality. H-H-Hunt wants to build 

one thousand new homes off Brook Road 

near the mall. Tomorrow-- the Henrico 

Board of Supervisors will vote -- whether to 

approve rezonin... 0:01:32

10M TAMAR HARRIS

the man who shot a veteran Richmond 

police officer.... is sentenced to 23 years in 

prison! But Officer William Turner says he is 

willing to forgive Tamar Harris. ashley 

monfort spoke with officer turner after the 

sentencing today... she has tonight's top 

story:

10T VERIZON TOMROROW

Verizon workers in nine states including 

virginia could walk off the job tomorrow. the 

last time they went on strike was in 20-11. 

That one lasted two weeks. two unions set a 

wednesday morning deadline for a new 

contract covering 39-thousand landline, 

intern... 0:00:12



10T ZIKA IN RICHMOND

How likely is it that the Richmond area may 

soon be hit by the Zika virus? According to a 

recent study and local health officials-- it's 

pretty likely! One study ranks the River City 

as 25th most at risk for Zika.. But health 

leaders say-- this is not time ... 0:00:00

10T MCGUIRE FALSE ALARM

A scary morning at McGuire V-A Hospital... 

after an active shooter warning went out. 

But... it was a false alarm -- and apparently it 

wasn't just McGuire... the same warning 

went out to V-A hospitals around the 

country. Stephanie Robusto shows us what 

went wr... 0:00:11

10T FEMA HENRICO SNOW MONEY

A lot of upset people tonight... After FEMA 

denied federal aid for Virginia tornado 

victims... it *will* be handing out money to 

some counties... because of January's 

snowstorm! Henrico is one of those 

counties! We asked a FEMA representative 

why.. He told ... 0:00:59

10R DOG ATTACK

A Colonial Heights mother says she's scared 

to live in her own house--- when the dog 

that attacked her is just two doors down. 

You can see the brutal bite marks on Ashley 

Parker's leg. She said she was attacked while 

holding her newborn, with her eight-y... 0:00:01

10R PBURG WATER MEETING

Dozens of petersburg residents filled union 

station tonight eager to get this water bill 

crisis resolved -- but attorney paul goldman 

could only offer his legal analysis. He stood 

alongside Mayor Howard Myers to go over 

his findings into what he calls a fiasco tha... 0:01:32

10R WORLDSTAR

The desire for internet fame motivated a 

violent attack which left a Randolph Macon 

grad dead. Nearly a month after Officer Jacai 

Colson was killed, investigators from Prince 

George's County -- say the suspect wanted 

to record the attack and then post it online. 

Su... 0:00:09



10R SEXUAL ASSAULT BILL SIGNED

Sexual violence can be committed by repeat 

offenders â€“ who often escalate the 

violence of their crimes. New action by 

lawmakers will make it easier to link those 

crimes, including analyzing the thousands of 

untested rape kits sitting on shelves across 

the commonwealth... 0:00:01

10F PBURG TAX BUSTS 0:00:00

10F TAX DEADLINE TIPS

Have you filed your taxes yet? Most years, 

this would be the time to start sweating... 

But... since Emancipation Day is being 

observed today in Washington, you have a 

little extra time.. Now your taxes are due by 

midnight on monday.. Despite the e... 0:00:01

10F RIVER ID HELP

Police need your help identifying a man 

whose remains were found along the James 

River. They don't know his age... or race.. But 

they do have one clue.. Colleen Quigley has 

more from Chesterfield;

10F ANOTHER MISSING TEEN

Fredericksburg Police need your help finding 

this girl: Brianna Haggins. The 17-year-old 

was last seen leaving her home on Riverside 

Manor Boulevard, on April ninth. At the time 

-- her family believed she was going over to 

a friend's house -- but she hasn't been 

seen...

10F LABURNUM SCARE

a big scare today... behind the laburnum 

square shopping center in Henrico.. it 

started as a robbery... but as mike valerio 

tells us, it ended up being more than that: 0:00:01

10F RICHMOND BUDGET

Now to Richmond-- the city's budget battle 

is far from over. Mayor Dwight Jones issued 

a warning to City Council members who 

want to help the School System close, an 18-

million dollar budget shortfall. Susan 

bahorich is at city hall tonight with the 

latest.



10F VALUABLE PROTECTION

If your property is stolen... it can be difficult 

to get it back. But Richmond and 

surrounding counties are offering something 

that should help... It's called "Report It"... 

You go online and enter descriptions, 

pictures, serial numbers and receipts for 

your things..... 0:00:09

10F VOUCHER CONTROVERSY

Petersburg is preparing for a half marathon 

tomorrow that will attract thousands. But 

the event follows controversy. You may 

remember recently, a former public 

information officer, cashed in a travel 

voucher for at rip to Jamaica... when it was 

supposed to be used fo... 0:02:24

10M KINGS CROSSING STABBING

In henrico's west end-- we are hearing from 

several neighbors worried about violent 

crime at kings crossings apartments. they are 

even more fearful after a man was stabbed 

overnight. police say the victim was walking 

out of an apartment when he was punched 

and stabbed. ... 0:00:30

10M CFIELD CREEPERS

Chesterfield neighbors are on high alert after 

they say two men were following young 

girls. They're worried the men in this black G-

M-C Denali were filming the children near 

the Enclave Apartment complex off 

Midlothian Turnpike Police say they are 

investigating. But n... 0:00:28

7AR VA FLAGGERS

Some argue the flag is a symbol of racism 

and hatred... and recently, petitions have 

called for the monument's removal. LAST 

MONTH, GOVERNOR MCAULIFFE VETOED A 

BILL THAT WOULD HAVE PREVENTED 

LOCALITIES FROM TAKING DOWN THOSE 

STATUES. 0:00:09



7AR VA FLAGGERS

a debate is brewing over a Confederate 

history group's potential plans for the 

Charlottesville-area. In a Facebook post 

earlier this week...the Virginia Flaggers 

wrote: "WANTED - LAND SUITABLE FOR A 

CONFEDERATE FLAG MEMORIAL IN OR NEAR 

CHARLOTTESVILLE." T... 0:00:48

7AR RVA ROBBERY INCIDENT

IN RICHMOND LAST NIGHT -- THERE WAS A 

SCENE THAT HAD QUITE A FEW OF YOU 

CALLING OUR NEWSROOM. POLICE 

CONFIRM ONE PERSON IS UNDER ARREST --- 

AFTER A ROBBERY, ATTEMPTED 

CARJACKING, AND PURSUIT NEAR 18TH AND 

HALIFAX. THIS HAPPENED AROUND SIX 

O'CLOCK P-Mâ€¦ RIGHT NO... 0:00:19

7AR RVA MAYORAL FORUM

What started off as an historic 11 candidates 

for the city's top job, grew to 12 tonight. All 

prioritizing a single topic - our schools... A 

largely unknown Richmond school teacher, 

Chad Ingold, hit hard against our current 

mayor, connecting with the audience and 

potential... 0:00:37

7AF MILITARY SCHOOL THREAT

Deputies arrest a former student for making 

online threats against hargrave military 

academy. The Pittsylvania County Sheriff's 

Office says the threat was posted on one of 

the school's social media accounts on 

february 16-th. the threat claimed to have 

t... 0:01:29

7AM DEADLY LOUISA HOUSE FIRE

Right now... we're waiing to hear from 

investigators on what started a massive fire 

in Louisa. Several dogs, including puppies, 

died in the fire fire... but the family of four, 

which includes two young girls, were not 

home at the time. Crews say the wind made 

these flames ... 0:00:21



7AW HULL ST DEADLY AX

this morning, hull street road is back open 

after a deadly crash kills a teen and sends 

another person to the hospital. police say 

this happened around 7-30 tuesday evening. 

officers say a 19-year-old man was killed 

when his car ran off the road and hit a tree 

in... 0:00:27

7AR VETERAN FUNERALS

On any given day you can find the members 

of Post 186 in Midlothian â€“ having a few 

laughs and enjoying each other's company. 

But, Thursday will be a much more solemn 

day. Thursday, that mission will take them to 

Amelia- to say goodbye and pay tribute to 

seven-ve... 0:00:40

7AF SQUIRRELS TROOPER TRIBUTE

A touching tribute at the Richmond Flying 

Squirrels home opener-- honoring fallen 

Virginia State Police trooper, Chad Dermyer. 

That's football hall-of-famer Jerome Bettis 

donning a State Police ball cap, and throwing 

out the first pitch. behind home... 0:00:27


